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WINNIPEG, Man. – The Manitoba 
Trucking Association has renewed 
its call for a permanent solution to 
Highway 75 flood closures, after the 
main corridor was shut down March 
19. The detour to the US border, as 
designated by the Manitoba govern-
ment, adds approximately 100 kilo-
metres to any southern route, the 
group said. 

The MTA says that it was only a 
matter of time until Highway 75 was 
closed given the state of water levels 
in the province. In 2009, the highway 
closed for 35 days and added $1.5 
million a week to the cost of trucking 
goods between Canada and US. 

MTA executive director Bob 
Dolyniuk says he expects the costs 
of the closure to be equal to, if not 
higher than that this year. 

“With over 1,100 trucks per day 
travelling both ways on Highway 75, 
it’s imperative now more than ever 
that we have a permanent solution 
to the yearly flooding question,” he 
said. “Commerce in Manitoba de-
pends on it, as do our members. The 
detour facing drivers each year adds 
fuel costs, labour costs and other 
unnecessary burdens.” n

Spring 
floods
MTA frustrated 
with Hwy. 75 
closures

By Harry Rudolfs
MILTON, Ont. – On Sunday Feb. 4, 
2007, Ned Kelly (not his real name) 
was working as chief of security for 
Truck Town Terminals on the in-
dustrial fringes of Milton, Ont. He’d 
just pulled into the yard when his 
curiosity was piqued by a strange 
car and a tractor-trailer parked in 

a restricted area.
He confronted two men and asked 

them what they were doing. They told 
him they had stopped for lunch. 

“I smelled a rat,” said Kelly in a re-
cent telephone interview. “For one 
thing it was 9 o’clock in the morning 
and too early for lunch. Something 
about these guys just didn’t feel right.” Continued on page 15

Kelly noticed footprints in the snow 
leading to the back of the trailer and 
could see the trailer had probably 
been entered. 

The truck and car sped off after 
Kelly told the truck driver he want-
ed his dispatcher’s number. Kelly 
gave chase and stopped the tractor 

Ongoing Sandhu case highlights glitches in judicial system, 
suggests large volumes of drugs moving by truck

snIffIng out drug Mules: Stopping the trafficking of drugs via commercial vehicle is a multi-pronged effort, includ-
ing CBSA and its drug-sniffing dogs (pictured), provincial enforcement agencies such as the MTO and occasionally even 
an attentive witness, as was the case when Avtar Singh Sandhu was caught with 205 kilos of cocaine nestled among a 
load of baby carrots. Photo by Canada Border Services Agency

18-Wheel Drug Mules
Sniffing out the
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If you know an Owner/Operator who exemplifies professionalism while also  
demonstrating a clean driving record, a commitment to safety and a track  
record of community involvement, nominate them for this prestigious award  
by completing the application form below.

We know Owner/Operators are at the heart of the trucking industry, investing 
both personally and financially in their businesses. We’re proud to take this  
opportunity to recognize the best among them.

To InfInITy and

Co-founding sponsors of this award...

In addition to a ring fit for a champion, 
2011’s honouree will also receive $3,000 CASH

and a VACATION FOR TWO up to $2,500! 

Name:

Address:

Town/City:

Home phone:

Email:

Number of years in trucking/commodity hauled:

Primary truck and engine:

Number of vehicles:

Contracted to (if applicable):

How do you maximize fuel efficiency?:

My choice is based on:

Prov:

Bus. phone:

Postal code:

Safe driving record � Industry/community involvement � Heroism � Going "Green" Initiatives �

Explain:

Nominated by: Phone:

Mail completed forms to “AWARD” Truck News/Truck West, Attn: Kathy Penner
12 Concorde Place, Suite 800, Toronto, Ontario M3C 4J2

Nominations must be received by June 13, 2011

(Include additional information on separate paper if insufficient space)

The Owner/Operator of the Year should be…

FORM MUST BE FILLED IN COMPLETELY AND NOMINEE MUST HAVE CLEAN DRIVER'S ABSTRACT

Beyond

If you know an Owner/Operator who exemplifies professionalism while also  
demonstrating a clean driving record, a commitment to safety and a track  
record of community involvement, nominate them for this prestigious award  
by completing the application form below.

We know Owner/Operators are at the heart of the trucking industry, investing 
both personally and financially in their businesses. We’re proud to take this  
opportunity to recognize the best among them.
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March proved to be the strongest month of the past 12-month period, climbing above 2,000 Class 8
trucks sold.After an improving close to 2010 with three straight months of truck sales coming in above
1,800 units, January was a disappointment with sales slipping below 1,200. February showed im-
provement with a climb to 1,470 before the sizeable jump in sales made in March.

With a strong March, first quarter Class 8 sales totals climbed to 4,626 units. That’s significantly better than the sales figures posted in both 2009 and 2010 but also better than the first 
quarter results for 2002 and 2003. And while this year’s first quarter sales reached to only about half the first quarter sales during the record year of 2006, it was only about 1,000 units off the
five-year average.

Freightliner, a market leader in the Canadian market for many years before International
took over the top spot a few years ago, jumped out to an early lead at the start of the year
with 28% market share and has since grown that lead. It now stands with a commanding
30% lead with International, whose market share has been on the decline over the past
year, in second with 21%. Kenworth’s numbers are also a drop from its 19% market at the
end of 2010.

Source: Canadian Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association

Monthly Class 8 Sales - Mar 11

Class 8 Sales (YTD Mar 11) by Province and OEM

Market Share Class 8 – Mar 11 YTD

Historical Comparison - Mar 11 Sales

Historical Comparison - YTD Mar 11

OEM BC ALTA SASK MAN ONT QUE NB NS PEI NF CDA
Freightliner 66 155 36 124 758 190 33 11 0 10 1,383
Kenworth 70 268 43 43 92 215 26 0 0 0 757
Mack 9 51 19 17 103 45 5 3 0 3 255
International 71 180 20 55 295 216 78 26 8 10 959
Peterbilt 39 138 31 23 123 72 37 7 0 0 470
Volvo 29 53 16 89 161 108 22 23 0 1 502
Western Star 77 104 14 10 48 25 5 11 0 6 300
TOTALS 361 949 179 361 1,580 871 206 81 8 30 4,626

OEM This Month Last Year
Freightliner 554 409
International 422 409
Kenworth 385 327
Mack 109 105
Peterbilt 174 191
Sterling 0 15
Volvo 227 181
Western Star 131 97

TOTALS 2002 1734

There were 2,002 Class 8 trucks sold in the
Canadian market this March, closing the quar-
ter on a positive note and stronger than the
quarter started. The total was an improvement
over disastrous 2009 and also 2010 but more
significantly it surpassed the March sales totals
set back in 2001, 2002 and 2003. The month
came in about 480 trucks short of the five-year
average for truck sales.
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DELO® WITH ISOSYN® TECHNOLOGY:

A POWERFUL COMBINATION OF PROTECTION AND
OUTSTANDING VALUE FOR THE PARTS YOU RELY ON MOST.

© 2010 Chevron Lubricants Canada Inc. All rights reserved. All trademarks are 
the property of Chevron Intellectual Property LLC.

A company product DELO® DELIVERS CONFIDENCETM

Your business is only as strong as the parts that keep you moving 

forward. Which is why you need the unsurpassed protection of 

Delo® with ISOSYN® Technology. You can count on Delo with 

ISOSYN Technology to deliver performance that rivals synthetics, 

and the value that you need to keep your trucks and business 

running strong. Some of the world’s largest fleets and Original 

Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) depend on the performance and 

outstanding value of our Delo family of 

products with ISOSYN Technology. 

To find out more about The Delo®

Performance Advantage™ visit 

www.deloperformance.com.

12 - Month Sales Trends
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Dealing with sleep apnea
It seems you can’t go to an industry 
convention anymore without the topic 
of sleep apnea appearing on the agen-
da. As I learned more about this con-
dition, I began to suspect I suffered 
from it myself.

I had mixed feelings about speaking 
to my doctor about my suspicions. On 
one hand, part of me hoped I had the 
condition, as I knew through cover-
ing various industry events that there’s 
a solution for it that’s 100% effective 
when used. CPAP (Continuous Posi-
tive Airway Pressure) is not a cure, 
but it’s a proven treatment that’s non-
invasive and non-pharmaceutical.

On the other hand, sleep apnea 
seemed to be so trendy. It’s on the 
agenda of nearly every trucking con-
ference and it seems everyone who has 
attended one of those sessions won-
ders aloud if they’re inflicted by it. I 
didn’t want to be one of those guys.

Despite all that, it was the words of 
Kriska Transport CEO Mark Sey-
mour, from one of those very events 
that came back to me when I visited 
my doctor for my driver’s physical.

I recently went back in the 
Trucknews.com archives to revisit 
those words. Speaking at the 2009 
OTA Convention, Seymour, himself 
a sleep apnea sufferer, said: “You nev-
er know how much better you can feel 
until you feel it. It changed my life, I 
feel better, I feel healthier. Let’s em-
brace it; it’s a problem you should not 
avoid treating.”

With that in mind, I decided to 
speak to my doctor about it. I had all 
the symptoms. I felt constantly tired, 
even after waking from what seemed 
like a good night’s sleep. I was espe-
cially tired when driving home from 
work and at times would close my 
eyes when traffic stopped. I’d put on 
weight. Gotten older.

So I decided to fess up and tell my 
doc. She referred me to a sleep clin-
ic and I expected months to pass be-
fore hearing a peep from them. Sur-

prisingly, they called just days later 
and offered me an appointment at 
the Durham Sleep Clinic in Oshawa 
within a couple of weeks. After pass-
ing (failing, I suppose) the question-
naire that indicated I fit the profile for 
sleep apnea sufferers, I was booked in 
for an overnight sleep assessment a 
couple weeks later. I remember it was 
the night the clocks moved forward. 
How fortunate, I figured, that’s one 
less hour I have to spend here.

Getting wired up for my overnight 
sleep study was neither pleasant nor 
unpleasant. The sleep technicians 
were remarkably efficient. The worst 
part of the experience was spending 
a Saturday night in a lab rather than 
at home with my wife and daughter 
and watching the hockey game. But 
I convinced myself it was a necessary 
inconvenience.

Despite having 
more than a doz-
en wires attached to 
various parts of my 
body, I was able to 
fall asleep nearly in-
stantly (a good sign 
there was something 
wrong with me, per-
haps). 

Within a couple 
weeks, I was called 
back to the clinic to 
discuss my results. 
It was as I expect-
ed. I was diagnosed 
with severe sleep ap-
nea. The sleep study 
showed I was waking 
as much as 33 times 
an hour and in some 
instances going more 

than a minute without breathing. 
I had mixed feelings about the di-

agnosis. I was encouraged by the fact 
I now knew what was causing my fa-
tigue and that there was a complete-
ly effective solution for it. I was also 
disheartened, however, by the fact 
I would likely forever need to sleep 
with a Darth Vader-esque mask over 
my face. 

My story is not yet complete. I must 
soon go back to the clinic for another 
night in the clinic. This time I’ll be 
required to wear a CPAP mask while 
the technicians fiddle with the settings 
to find out precisely how much pres-
sure I’ll require when I get my own 
machine. 

Then, I’ll have to get used to CPAP 
treatment and learn to live with it. 
Only then will I be able to share my 
full story, which hopefully will con-
clude with me feeling better rested 
and more energetic. 

I’ll keep you posted. n

– James Menzies can be reached 
by phone at (416) 510-6896 or by  
e-mail at jmenzies@trucknews.com. 
You can also follow him on Twitter 
at Twitter.com/JamesMenzies.

The recovery is here. Now what?
I’ve been speaking with many 
trucking company CEOs over the 
past few months and what I’ve 
been hearing has been consistent, 
whether they run small companies 
or large: The focus going forward 
has to be on smart growth and that 
means being a lot more attentive 
to profitability.

Motor carriers did all sorts of 
things to survive the deepest freight 
recession of our lifetime. Some strat-
egies were smart, others not. Some 
plans were hatched with a good deal 
of thought, others devised in despera-
tion. Either way if you made it this far, 
you survived. Give yourself a well-de-
served pat on the back. But the cold 
reality is that rates and profits took a 
real hit over the past two years and 
now it’s time to get to work repairing 
the damage. 

There’s no time to spend remi-
niscing about past battles. Tomor-
row’s normal is already here and 
it’s much different from yesterday’s. 
You will need to figure out how to 
navigate your company through this 
new reality.

And that’s exactly what our third 
annual Transportation Compa-
ny Workshop, set for Wednesday, 
May 25 at the Capitol Centre Ban-
quet Hall in Mississauga, is designed 

to help you do (To register, go to  
www.trucknews.com and click on the 
2011 Transportation Company Work-
shop icon on the top right or go direct-
ly to www.trucknews.com/workshop/).

Once again we have partnered with 
Dan Goodwill and Associates to put 
together a comprehensive agenda to 
help you revitalize your transporta-
tion business in this time of economic 
uncertainty and technological change.

We are going to take a deep dive 
into how to improve the profitabil-
ity of your transportation business 
through better information man-
agement and by going into detail 
about how to best approach e-ten-
ders and RFPs.

I will personally be hosting both a 
retailer and a manufacturer round-
table this time and you will hear first 
hand from some of the nation’s larg-
est shippers about what they expect in 
2011, both in terms of shipment vol-
umes and their expectations from car-
riers. I will also host a motor carrier 
roundtable to discuss successful busi-

– Lou Smyrlis can be reached by 
phone at (416) 510-6881 or by  
e-mail at lou@TransportationMe-
dia.ca. You can also follow him on  
Twitter at Twitter.com/LouSmyrlis.
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ness development strategies. 
And, of course, we will start the 

morning with the latest economic 
overview from Scotia Bank’s senior 
economist, Carlos Gomes. Carlos 
didn’t flinch with his cautious but 
optimistic approach last year when 
others were predicting a double dip 
recession and he’s been proven right. 
This year we also have a great close 
with a session on Customs, with gov-
ernment officials from CBSA going 
over key changes to border legislation. 

Business success in the future will 
require an integrated communica-
tions strategy and increasingly this 
means using social media. 

Our workshop includes a session 
on how to link your brand, Web site 
and blog into a coherent and effective 
business plan. 

And, finally, you won’t be going 
anywhere in 2011 and beyond with-
out a sound HR plan. Our workshop 
includes two sessions on how to re-
cruit and retain top talent.

Throw in a delicious lunch and 
some great networking opportuni-
ties and I believe this is an event you 
should not miss. I’m looking forward 
to seeing you there. n
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Introducing the new MICHELIN® X One® XDA® Energy tire.
Once, rising fuel costs meant falling profits. Not anymore, thanks to the MICHELIN® X One® XDA® Energy tire.  

A 4,828 kilometers, real-world road test compared the MICHELIN®  X One® XDA® Energy tire, together with the MICHELIN®   

XZA®  3 tire and the MICHELIN® X One ®  XTA® tire, to the Bridgestone ® R287, M720 and R195F tires and the Goodyear ® G395 ™ LHS™ 
Fuel Max™, G305™ LHD™ Fuel Max™ and G316™ LHT ™ Fuel Max™ tires. The results? The MICHELIN® X One® XDA® Energy tire can  

help save 7% 2  on fuel versus the most fuel-efficient tires Bridgestone ® and Goodyear ® have to offer. Fuel savings the leading 
competitors can’t match. It’s just one more way The Right Tire Changes Everything™. 

To learn more about the MICHELIN® X One® XDA® Energy tire, and to see the results of the 4,828 kilometers fuel test and how  
it can help you save more money and fuel, visit www.gowidesavegreen.com. 

1 Estimates based on comparative rolling resistance data commissioned by an independent third party on drive tires from the SmartWay™ – 
  verified technologies list. Actual on-road savings may vary.

2 Actual results may vary.

Combat rising fuel Costs 
with the most fuel-effiCient  
drive tire in north ameriCa1.
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• Industry’s Thickest Composite Wall 
• Snag-Free Wall 
• Unique Post Design for Easy Panel Replacement 
•  Exposed Components Galvanized for Maximum  

Corrosion Protection 

The

IS BACK !
- -> <- -

www.manac.ca 
Maritimes 

877 653 7093 
Montreal

800 361 7900
Quebec

800 463 2615
Toronto

800 956 2622
Western Canada 

877 626 2622

in brief

road knights ready to roll: The first ever Alberta Motor Transport As-
sociation Road Knights team is ready to begin promoting the industry. The team 
will make its first public appearance at the AMTA annual banquet and conven-
tion in Banff Apr. 29-30. Pictured are team members (L-R): Darwin Clark, Tri-
mac Transportation (Edmonton); Rob Wells, Bison Transport (Calgary); Craig 
Gavel, Bison Transport (Edmonton); and Dennis Hokanson, Trimac Transpor-
tation (Edmonton). 

Trucking Safety Council of B.C. elects 2011 board
LANGLEY, B.C. – The Trucking Safety Council of B.C. has elected its 
new board of directors. The 2011 board was elected during the group’s 
Annual General Meeting and Management Safety Conference. 

Rick Viventi, director of safety at Arrow Transportation Systems, has 
been elected as chairman of the board. 

The balance of the TSCBC board of directors for 2011 is as follows: 
Jack Bandstra, Bandstra Transportation System; Rod Blackburn, Team-
sters Local Union 31; Ken Davey, Accord Transportation; Lynn Kearney, 
Tenold Transportation; Vic Martin, Excel Transportation; Kevin Martyn, 
Williams Moving & Storage BC;  Greg Rogge, Clark Freightways; Suki 
Singh, BST Management; Elton Smith, Northwest Tank Lines; Colleen 
Tieman, Purolator Courier; and Tony vanHengel, CLAC.

The board of directors also includes non-voting, industry-aligned mem-
bers Paul Landry (BCTA), Allan Roberts (RCMP), Gary McLeod (NBC-
TA), Sean Kelly (Delta Police), Fiona Temple (ICBC) and Stephen Hay-
wood (CVSE). n

Best Fleets to Drive For secrets to be shared
TORONTO, Ont. – CarriersEdge 
has announced the dates for its 2011 
Best Fleets to Drive For Seminar 
Series, which will be presented by 
Marsh Canada and sponsored by Kee 
Human Resources and Truck West.

The half-day seminars will be 
held in cities throughout Canada 
and will highlight tips and tricks 
from the US and Canadian fleets 
that were identified as the best to 
drive for through the TCA/Carri-
ersEdge Best Fleets to Drive For 
competition. The program identi-
fies North American for-hire truck-
ing companies that provide the best 
workplace experiences for company 
drivers and owner/operators.

“This year, Best Fleets to Drive 
For saw a huge increase in the num-
ber of participating fleets, and the 
overall quality of programs being 
offered by those fleets,” said Mark 
Murrell, president of CarriersEdge. 
“Novel approaches to compensation 
and benefits, along with emerging 
trends in social media and environ-
mental initiatives, showed us that 
the industry is emerging from the 
recession with renewed energy and 
creativity.”

The seminars will be held in 
Marsh Canada offices across the 
country. Dates and locations for the 
tour include: May 10, Regina, Sask.; 
May 11, Saskatoon, Sask.; May 12, 
Winnipeg, Man.; May 26, Montre-
al, Que.; May 31, Calgary, Alta.; 
June 1, Vancouver, B.C.; June 2, 
Edmonton, Alta.; June 7, London, 
Ont.; June 8, Toronto, Ont.; June 9, 
Moncton, N.B.; June 14, Kitchener, 
Ont.; and June 16, Ottawa, Ont. 

All seminars will run from 
9:00 a.m. till noon, with refresh-

ments provided. Admission is 
free, but advance registration 
is required.  To register, con-
tact Judi at 905-530-2430, or visit  
www.BestFleetsToDriveFor.com. n

Search on for O/O 
of the Year
TORONTO, Ont. – Truck West 
magazine is on the lookout for its 
18th Owner/Operator of the Year. 
The coveted award, sponsored 
by Truck West with support from 
Mack, Castrol and Goodyear, is 
given to an owner/operator who 
exemplifies professionalism while 
also demonstrating a clean driv-
ing record, a commitment to safe-
ty and a track record of community 
involvement. 

The 2011 winner with receive a 
diamond ring fit for a champion, 
$3,000 cash and a vacation for two 
valued at up to $2,500.

Nominations must be received by 
June 13. To nominate an O/O, see 
ad on pg. 3. n
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WASHINGTON, D.C. – Two of 
the most influential trucking in-
dustry lobby groups in the US 
have thrown their support behind 
the push towards mandating elec-
tronic on-board recorders (EO-
BRs) to track driver hours-of-ser-
vice compliance.

The Truckload Carriers Asso-
ciation (TCA) board agreed at its 
annual convention that it would 
support regulations mandating the 
use of EOBRs to track hours-of-
service.

“We believe that this new policy 
is reflective of today’s operating 
environment,” said TCA presi-
dent Chris Burruss. “The board 
of directors thought it was impor-
tant that our members lead on this  
issue.”

The TCA developed a set of rec-
ommendations, including:

• ELDs (electronic logging de-

vices) requirements should be 
based on the minimal, function-
al, and performance specifications 
necessary to accurately record and 
report HoS compliance and assure 
reliability and utility of operation; 

• Except for HoS compliance 
data, statutory protections should 
be afforded to motor carriers per-
taining to the control, ownership, 
and admissibility/discoverability 
of data generated and derived 
from ELDs, and to assure the pri-
vacy rights of drivers; 

• Drivers shall be responsi-
ble for operating ELDs in full  
compliance with all applicable 
regulations; 

• Any ELD regulation must ad-
dress the operational diversity of 
the trucking industry, continue 
existing exceptions to the record 
of duty status, and consider ad-
ditional exemptions that balance 

compliance and the evolving in-
dustry diversity; 

• Motor carriers using compli-
ant ELDs should be relieved of 
the burden of retaining support-
ing documents for verification of 
driving time. 

• Any ELD mandate, if insti-
tuted, should be made simulta-
neously applicable to all vehicles 
of the affected population of mo-
tor carriers. It should avoid any 
implementation inequities identi-
fied and take measures to elimi-
nate them; 

• And tax incentives should be 
pursued as a means to facilitate 
adoption of ELD systems.

Not long after, the American 
Trucking Associations’ member-
ship also endorsed a policy sup-
porting federal laws and regula-
tions that would require the use 
of EOBRs to track driver hours.

US trucking groups support EOBR mandate

Truck safety sets 
new record in 09
WASHINGTON, D.C. – The rate 
of truck-involved fatalities on US 
highways fell to 1.17 per 100 million 
miles in 2009 – making that year the 
trucking industry’s safest since the 
federal government began keeping 
track in 1975, according to reports. 

The rate fell 14.1% from the re-
vised fatality rate of 1.37 in 2008, 
according to an analysis of data re-
leased by the Federal Highway Ad-
ministration and National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration. 

In addition to the fatality rate, 
the truck occupant fatality rate fell 
more than 17% to 0.17 per 100 mil-
lion miles travelled. 

“Dedication to safety is a core 
value of ATA and the trucking in-
dustry,” said ATA chairman Bar-
bara Windsor, president and CEO 
of Hahn Transportation. “We’ve 
expressed that with our 18-point 
progressive safety agenda and pro-
grams like Share the Road and 
America’s Road Team. These fig-
ures are the fruits of those efforts.” 

In 2009, NHTSA recorded 3,380 
fatalities in 2,987 crashes, down 
from the 4,245 fatalities and 3,754 
crashes reported in 08.  FHWA re-
ported that in 2009 trucks travelled 
more than 288 billion miles – down 
from 310.7 billion the previous year, 
but the agency increased its histori-
cal truck mileage figures prior to 
publishing its 2009 data. n 

“ATA has always been in favour 
of strong enforcement of safety 
rules and regulations,” said ATA 
president and CEO Bill Graves. 
“This new policy just underlines 
that support.”

“FMCSA’s own safety monitor-
ing program, CSA, shows a link 
between compliance with the 
current hours-of-service rules 
and carrier safety performance,” 
Graves said. “In addition to show-
ing that the current hours-of-ser-
vice rules are working, that data 
shows us that increasing compli-
ance with those rules will fur-
ther improve trucking’s already 
impressive safety record.”

While ATA’s new policy ex-
presses support for an electron-
ic logging mandate, ATA says it  
believes any regulation or law 
should also address several issues 
including:

• Cost-effective device specifi-
cations allowing for accurate re-
cording of driving hours;

• Data ownership and access 
in order to protect the privacy of 
fleets and drivers alike;  

• And relief from the current 
burden of retaining additional 
supporting documentation.

“Many fleets already use these 
devices and they report not only 
compliance and safety gains, but 
also improved efficiency,” said 
Dave Osiecki, ATA senior vice-
president of policy and regulato-
ry affairs. “Those benefits make 
supporting an electronic logging 
requirement good business.”

The Canadian Trucking Alli-
ance has already supported the 
mandatory use of EOBRs for 
some time. n
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Avaal Express 
Dispatch Software 
let's you manage your business 
all in one application!

• Web Development • I.T. Infrastructure Setup 

• Network Solutions • Data Backup and Recovery

Starting a career or business 
in trucking? Enroll in our 

Trucking Dispatch 
Specialist Course
Brampton: Sat-Sun 9am -2pm (2 weekends)
Surrey: Mon-Fri 6pm-10pm (1 week)
New Batch starts every month

Logistics Management Course
also available

IFTA Filing • IRP Plates 
C-TPAT, FAST, PIP, CSA
US & Canada Bonds

ACE • ACI

avaal.com  

Head Office

2 Automatic Road Unit 110

Brampton ON L6S 6K8

(905) 595-1313

Surrey Office

302-17665 66A Avenue

Surrey BC V3S 2A7

(604) 579-0200(1-877) 995-1313

Authorities/Permits technology solutions educAtion

over the road

Hello Spring! I wasn’t sure if you 
were going to put in an appearance 
at all this year. As I looked back 
over the past four or five months, 
I realized how burned out I was. 

A lot of that may come from the 
short days, the long nights, and 
the added workload that winter 
seems to bring along with it in the 
form of snow, ice and cold. 

We certainly had our fair share 
this past winter. But over the last 
couple of months I think many of 
us have also been feeling the ef-
fects of an increase in business 
and a shortage of seasoned driv-
ers. It’s been great for the pock-
etbook but hard on the body 
and mind, especially with all the 
changes within the trucking in-
dustry we continue to face at the 
same time. I’ve always believed I 
had a positive outlook. You know, 
seeing the glass half full rather 
than half empty. 

The great thing about writing 
these columns and keeping a per-
sonal journal is that I always have 
a snapshot of my state of mind at 
any given time. 

As I read over some of my arti-
cles and personal entries from this 
past winter, I was surprised at the 
negative theme in many of them. 
After writing my column about 
pay-per-mile versus pay-per-hour, 
I received a comment from a read-
er outside of the trucking indus-
try stating that my post sounded 
grim. I was asked if the industry is 
still a good place for young people 
seeking a career? The last thing 
I wanted to do was paint a poor 
picture of our industry to anyone. 

But there is no denying the 
fact that we have an aging pool 
of drivers – I’m one of them – and 
attracting people to work in an 
industry where a 60 to 80 hour 
workweek is the norm isn’t easy 
under the best of circumstances.

So is our industry still a good 
place for young people seeking 
a career? As a seasoned driver, 
how would you answer that ques-
tion? Freedom and independence 
go hand in hand with truck driv-
ing and that’s what attracted me 
to the industry and got into my 
blood, bringing me a great deal 
of happiness and joy. 

That freedom and indepen-
dence along with an above aver-
age salary offset the adversity and 
hardship that goes hand in hand 
with the long work hours and time 
away from friends and family. 

But of late, many seasoned driv-
ers are of the opinion that the free-
dom and independence they so 
highly value is threatened in the 
Brave New World of the present 
day. It is becoming increasingly 
difficult to keep a positive outlook.

Drivers need to see the tech-
nological changes that are tak-
ing place as an opportunity to 
gain independence rather than 
as a source of control over their 
lives. Think of the young drivers 
in their early twenties arriving on 
the scene. 

They have grown up in a world 

of computers and smartphones 
linked to one another by the 
World Wide Web. Is it realistic 
to tell them to fill out a paper log 
so they can game the system in 
order to drive as many hours as 
possible to prosper financially?

I’m not without hope and hon-
estly believe the choice of a ca-
reer in the trucking industry is a 
good one. 

New technologies and new 

rules require more training and 
more sharing of information. Per-
haps as social media infects and 
spreads throughout the trucking 
industry we will start to see truck-
ing Wiki’s develop. 

This open source of informa-
tion sharing could be a boon to 
the industry, providing drivers 
with a source to share their ex-
perience and skills. 

Using this technology is second 
nature to young drivers – they have 
a lot to offer to industries such as 
ours that are in the process of mov-
ing from one age into the next. We 
could use a lot more young people 
right now, that’s for sure.

In the meantime I guess I just 
have to keep plugging away. Now 
that the snow is gone I’m using 
the time off that the hours-of-ser-
vice rules give me each day to get 
a little exercise and beat that feel-

ing of burnout. 
I’m dealing with the rules by 

doing the best I can within the 
framework of those rules. 

If I run out of time, well, then I 
run out of time. To be honest with 
you I look forward to the bunk 
time. As I move into my fifties, 
the long weeks take their toll on 
me – no doubt about it.

I find myself looking for free-
dom and independence by working 
smarter and not harder these days. 
And if the path to those values is 
lined with new ways of doing things, 
I’m willing to try them out. n

Winter burnout compounded by improving freight environment

Al GoodhAll

Over the Road

Embracing change makes it easier to 
keep positive attitude towards industry

– Al Goodhall has been a profes-
sional long-haul driver since 1998. 
He shares his experiences via his 
'Over the Road' blog at http://truck-
ingacrosscanada.blogspot.com. You 
can also follow him on Twitter at 
Twitter.com/Al_Goodhall.
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      THIS MONTH’S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Answ
ers on page 43

TN-95  M
ay ©

 2011 M
. Jackson

Across
  1.  Warehouse workhorse (8,5)
  8.  Semitrailer spare-tire carriers
  9.  Chromed cab-top component (3,4)
10.  Halifax-based transport company
11.   GMC’s ’69 Crackerbox  

replacement, ____ 95
13.  Used-truck transaction
15.  House-moving rig’s requirement, often
18.  Drivetrain-components brand
20.  Really wrecks a rig
23.  Pneumatic-suspension brand (3,4)
24.  Button on ’60s 8-track player
25.   Affectionate slang for a Century  

Class rig

Try it online at www.trucknews.com

Down
  1.  Brand on ’70s Louisville trucks
  2.  Truckmakers’ defect notices
  3.  Lidar speed-measurement system’s basis
  4.  Breakdown warning devices
  5.  Helical fastener formations
  6.  Leaf spring to axle connector (1,4)
  7.  Highway tractor brand since ‘23
12.  Defunct trailer maker bought by Wabash
14.  Semitrailer prop, ____ gear
16.  Diesel-engine incontinence (3,4)
17.  Urban thoroughfare
19.  Tridem axle count
21.  Gear protrusions
22.  International Load____ debuted in ’62

When lunch is long over but it’s not 
time yet for supper, what do you 
reach for: a chocolate bar, chips, or 
a doughnut and coffee? 

You probably don’t, not every 
time, if you are a bit concerned 
about staying healthy. But if you 
often crave something sweet, why 
not pack a bunch of sweet self-pack-
aged treats, like bananas? This fin-
ger food is economical, tasty and 
nutritious. Most importantly, they 
are available in every grocery store.

Did you know that bananas are ac-
tually berries, since the fruit contains 
tiny seeds? Or, that a banana ‘tree’ is 
actually a plant – the world’s largest 
herb that can grow up to 15 metres?

At 110 calories each and with no 
fat or cholesterol, bananas are an 
excellent snack choice, rich in Vita-
min A, all the B vitamins (thiamine, 
riboflavin, niacin, B6 and folic acid), 
and Vitamin C, as well as minerals: 
calcium, magnesium, phosphorous, 
manganese, potassium, bananas are 
quite appealing. Add their dietary 
fiber, and other nutrients and you’ve 
got a snack that can help keep you 
healthy and feeling good. 

For instance, if you’re stressed, 
eat a banana. Bananas contain tryp-
tophan, an amino acid that your 
body converts into serotonin, a re-
laxant. They also have Vitamin B, 
which helps reduce depression and 
calm the nervous system.  

If you have certain digestive prob-
lems, bananas may help. They contain 
pectin, a soluble fiber (a hydrocolloid). 

Being high in fiber, bananas are 
natural internal lubricants, good for 
treating constipation, hemorrhoids and 
diarrhea. One medium-sized banana 
has 16% of the daily-recommended 
dietary fiber intake for a normal adult. 

Bananas are an exceptionally rich 
source of a brebiotic (fructooligo-
saccharide) which feeds the probiot-
ic bacteria in the colon. These ben-
eficial bacteria improve your ability 
to absorb nutrients, and also pro-
duce compounds that protect you 
against unfriendly micro-organisms. 
They help your body absorb calcium 
while reducing the time food is held 
in your bowel, decreasing your risk 
of colon cancer. 

When your stomach bothers you, 
eating a banana can relieve heart-
burn and protect against stomach 
ulcers and ulcer damage. Studies 
have shown that a mixture of ba-
nana and milk considerably sup-
presses the amount of acid secret-
ed by the stomach. Bananas affect 
the stomach in these two ways: first, 

they trigger the cells that line the 
stomach to become thicker, creat-
ing a thicker mucous barrier against 
stomach acids; secondly, their pro-
tease inhibitors help eliminate bac-
teria (primary cause of ulcers) in 
the stomach.

Additionally, the high potassium 
level in bananas, 467 mg, makes the 
banana especially beneficial.

Since potassium is essential for 
proper muscle contraction, it plays an 
important role in muscle-influenced 
activities like: the normal rhythmic 
beating of the heart; digestion; and 
other muscular movements. Potas-
sium also helps to build muscles by 
stimulating nerve impulses that pro-
duce muscle contractions.

As a result, bananas are good for 
the heart. They can help normalize 
your blood pressure. Another ingre-
dient, their pectin, lowers cholester-
ol levels by preventing the absorp-
tion of fat, reducing your chance 
of having a stroke. Their high level 
of iron also helps fight anemia and 
their Vitamin B6 helps your body 
produce hemoglobin.

Also, the potassium in bananas 
can minimize your risk of getting 
kidney stones since it suppresses cal-
cium excretion through the urine. 
This, in turn, can keep your bones 
stronger, reducing your risk of os-
teoporosis. 

Bananas provide quick energy, 
being rich in three natural sug-
ars: sucrose; fructose; and glucose.  
Complimenting your exercise, they 
are easy to digest (high in digest-
ible carbohydrates) and their natu-
ral sugars provide an instant boost 

of sustained energy. 
Interestingly with this snack, even 

the packaging is useful. Banana skin 
contains esterified fatty acids, which 
when rubbed on your skin can relieve 
skin problems like psoriasis and the 
irritation from mosquito bites. 

When choosing bananas, pick 
any size you want. Still, they should 
be firm, but not too hard; bright-
coloured in appearance; without 
bruises or other blemishes; and with 
stems and tips intact. 

As you know, fragile bananas 
should be handled with care. Don’t 
put unripe bananas in the refrigera-
tor; they won’t ripen properly even 
after you take them out. Although 
the outside may appear fine, the 
fruit is probably rotting from the 
inside out. However, you can rip-
en bananas at room temperature; 
just don’t expose them to extreme 
hot or cold temperatures. To ripen 
them more quickly, place them in a 
paper bag or wrap them in newspa-
per along with an apple.  

Once a banana is ripe, you can 
store it in the fridge for a few days. 
Although its peel may darken, the 
inside flesh will be fine. For the best 
flavour, wait until it comes back to 
room temperature before eating. 

Whether sliced over a bowl of ce-
real, partnered with peanut butter in 
a sandwich, or just peeled and eaten, 
a banana is a great fruit choice, no 
monkeying around! n

When truck drivers are healthy, ev-
eryone involved in the industry wins. 
Drivers feel better and experience 
less downtime due to injury or ill-
ness. Also, companies have employ-
ees that are more productive and 
are less likely to face costly work-
er’s compensation claims.  However, 
for professional truck drivers, living 
a healthy lifestyle while on the road 
is no easy task. Many barriers such 
as long work hours, poor nutrition-
al habits and lack of sleep prevent 
drivers from maintaining a healthy 
lifestyle. 

Many truck drivers would like to 
change their lifestyles but do not 
know where to begin. As a result, I 
have designed an online health and 
wellness course specifically for pro-
fessional truck drivers in partnership 
with CarriersEdge and based on the 
columns I’ve been writing for Truck 
West over the past several years. The 
goal of this course is to provide truck 
drivers with the knowledge and tools 
to begin living a healthy lifestyle 
while on and off the road. 

The advantage of an online course 
is that drivers will be able to com-
plete the course at their own pace at 
any location where an Internet con-
nection is available. This interactive 
course has been designed to be in-
teresting, informative and interac-
tive. Upon completion of the course, 
drivers will receive a certificate of 
completion.  

There are three cornerstones to 
promoting good health: diet, exer-
cise and the proper amount of sleep. 
This course will discuss the impor-

tance of each component, how they 
fit together and how drivers can 
change their habits to increase their 
wellbeing. 

At the end of this course, partici-
pants will be able to: explain how 
fatigue affects driving ability and 
how to detect when they might be 
fatigued on the road; describe how 
circadian rhythms affect your body 
and your sleep; explain the obsta-
cles to getting good sleep on the road 
and list methods of overcoming sleep 
obstacles; list the health hazards of 
not maintaining a healthy weight as a 
driver; describe the four food groups 
and how to read a nutrition label; 
and list examples of activities you 
can do to begin an exercise routine. 

Drivers will also learn about: 
the importance of hand washing to 
avoid spreading germs or catching 
a virus; sneezing properly; properly 
lifting a heavy object; and the im-
portance of core muscles to a driver 
and how to strengthen these muscles. 
The course takes about two hours 
to complete. For more information, 
don’t hesitate to call me at 519-421-
2024 or e-mail me at chris_singh@
sympatico.ca. n

Going bananas

– Karen Bowen is a profession-
al health and nutrit ion consul-
tant , and she can be reached at 
karen_ bowen @yahoo.com.

The road to wellness

– Dr. Christopher H. Singh runs 
Trans Canada Chiropractic at the 
230 Truck Stop in Woodstock, Ont. 

health

Preventive
Maintenance
Karen Bowen

Back behind
the wheel
Dr. Chris singh
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CHANGE OF ADDRESS ONLY

Western Canada’s Trucking Newspaper and Equipment Buyer’s Guide

SUBSCRIBE
NOW! MOVING?

REQUALIFY!
Send us your new address

in writing on this form.

Visa No
Mastercard No
Amex No
Expiry Date
Signature Date

Serial # from code line on mailing label

1 1 4

DO YOU WISH
TO RECEIVE OR
(CONTINUE TO

RECEIVE)

� YES      � NO

Signature

Date

CLIP and MAIL

With

Payment to

12 Concorde Place,
Suite 800,

Toronto, Ontario
M3C 4J2

TODAY!

Company ___________________________________________________________________________________________

Name ________________________________________________Title___________________________________________

Address ____________________________________________________________________________________________

City ________________________________________________________________________________________________

Province ______________________________________Postal Code___________________________________________

Telephone: (      ) __________________________________ Fax: (      )___________________________________________

E-Mail ___________________________________________________

1) How many vehicles are based at or controlled from 
this location? Please indicate quantities by type:

— No. of Straight Trucks _____ No. of Trailers
_____ No. of Buses

— No. of Truck-Tractors _____ No. of Off-Road Vehicles

2) Does this location operate, control or administer one
or more vehicles in any of the following Gross Vehicle
Weight (GVW) categories? Please check YES or NO:

14,969 kg. & over (33,001 lbs. & over)... � YES � NO
11,794-14,968 kg. (26.001-33,000 lbs.). � YES � NO
8,846-11,793 kg. (19,501-26,000 lbs.)... � YES � NO
4,536-8,845 kg. (10,000-19,500 lbs.)..... � YES � NO
Under 4,536 kg. (10,000 lbs.)................ � YES � NO

3) This location operates, controls or administers:
Diesel powered vehicles.......................... � YES � NO
Refrigerated vehicles............................... � YES � NO
Pickups or Utility Vans............................. � YES � NO
Propane powered vehicles...................... � YES � NO

4) Do you operate maintenance facilities
at this location? .................................... � YES � NO
IF YES, do you employ mechanics?........ � YES � NO

5) Indicate your PRIMARY type of business by checking
ONLY ONE of the following:
a) � For Hire/Contract Trucking (hauling for others)
b) � Lease/Rental
c) � Food Production / Distribution / Beverages
d) � Farming
e) � Government (Fed., Prov., Local)
f) � Public Utility (electric, gas, telephone)
g) � Construction / Mining / Sand & Gravel
h) � Petroleum / Dry Bulk / Chemicals / Tank
i) � Manufacturing / Processing
ji) � Retail
jii) � Wholesale
k) � Logging / Lumber
b) � Bus Transportation
m) � Other (Please specify) _______________________

6) Are you involved in the purchase of equipment or
replacement parts? . . . . . . . . . . . .  � YES � NO

7) Are you responsible either directly or indirectly
for equipment maintenance? . . . .  � YES � NO

PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS

Canada USA Foreign Charge Card Cheque Enclosed
$ $ $

1 Year 41.28 99.95 99.95
(38.95 + 2.33 GST)

2 Years 65.66
(61.95 + 3.71 GST)

NB, NS & NF Add 14% HST to Price / Quebec Residents Add QST (7.5%) To Total

SUBSCRIBE
NOW!READING SOMEONE

ELSE’S COPY?
Have your own!

GET YOUR
PAPER

Most Canadians pay income tax ev-
ery payday. It’s called withholding: 
your employer deducts a portion of 
the salary or wages from your pay-
cheque and sends it to the Canada 
Revenue Agency (CRA) on your 
behalf. Ottawa gets its cash flow.

People who don’t receive a regu-
lar paycheque but still have income 
are required to pay income tax pay-
ments in installments. 

If you’re a sole proprietor and 
your total taxes payable are more 
than $3,000 this year, or were more 
than $3,000 in either one of the two 
preceding tax years, your tax pay-
ments are due quarterly, on March 
15, June 15, Sept. 15, and Dec. 15. 

Sole proprietors must have paid 
enough tax by Dec. 31 to cover the 

amount they would otherwise have 
to pay on April 30 of the follow-
ing year. Corporations must have 
enough tax paid by their year-end.

Here’s the rough part about in-
stallments, or more appropriately, 
the non-payment of installments:If 
you elect to not make them, and in-
stead send your taxes in at the end 
of the year in one lump sum, CRA 
will assess an interest penalty cal-
culated against what they say you 
should have paid. 

Stick to the schedule
Paying taxes in installments

The interest charge on the out-
standing amount is compounded 
daily at the CRA’s prescribed in-
terest rate. Furthermore, the inter-
est assessed by the CRA is not an 
allowable expense. You can’t deduct 
it as you would interest on any other 
business loan.

Any installment charges will be 
shown on your Notice of Assess-
ment. You might have your 2010 
Notice of Assessment already; re-
view it to see just how much CRA 
has added to your tax bill. If you did 
not pay your taxes in full by April 
30, then even more interest will be 
charged as you pay the balance over 
the coming months.

Saving money to pay income tax-
es requires discipline, especially 
when there are other bills to pay.

We advise our clients to apply 
their quarterly GST/HST refunds 
to their income tax installment pay-
ments. CRA can direct-deposit 
your GST/HST refunds into a sep-
arate account from your business 
operations to make sure the money 

doesn’t get used for everyday activi-
ties. In the long run it will help with 
your budgeting and business plan-
ning and save you any interest and 
penalty charges.

You may not have received your 
January-to-March refund yet and 
will be filing your April-to-June 
GST/HST refund in July. Tak-
ing both these refunds and send-
ing them to CRA would be a great 
start toward paying your 2011 taxes.

Or why not establish a TFSA 
(Tax-Free Savings Account) at your 
bank and deposit your GST/HST 
refunds there? Your money can 
grow tax-free until you send your 
payment to CRA. There’s an ac-
cumulating $5,000 yearly deposit 
limit into these types of accounts. 
If you have never set one up before 
you will be able to deposit $15,000 
in 2011.

Start tax planning now

With personal income tax-filing 
season behind us, there’s no bet-
ter time to talk to your accoun-
tant or financial advisor about tax 
planning. For example, ask your 
accountant to compare how much 
personal income tax you paid com-
paring 2010 versus how much tax 
you would have paid if you had in-
corporated. An important distinc-
tion will be the treatment of meals, 
and how, as an employee of your 
corporation, you could use the meal 
allowance and TL2 to reduce your 
tax obligation.

Disability tax credits

The federal disabled tax credit – 
$7,239 in 2010 – is intended to help 
people with “severe and prolonged” 
physical or mental impairment off-
set their medical expenses.

Eligibility depends on an assess-
ment of your condition by both a 
doctor and CRA. 

They will consider whether you 
are “markedly restricted” in terms 
of speaking, hearing, walking, elim-
inating (bowel or bladder), feed-
ing, dressing, or performing men-
tal functions of daily life.

CRA broadened its eligibility 
criteria for the DTC in 2005, ex-
panding the number of people who 
qualify. The agency also made the 
tax credit retroactive for up to 10 
years, which has allowed some tax-
payers with long-term disabilities to 
receive very large refunds.

There’s a cottage industry of busi-
nesses expressly created to help 
people qualify for the DTC in ex-
change for a fee or hefty percentage 
of the refund. 

Many claims are legitimate, but 
others look suspicious: a recent 
CBC/Toronto Star report alleged 
that one company paid a doctor to 
certify fraudulent DTC forms so it 
could collect a 30% commission on 
its clients’ tax refunds.

If you or a family member is cop-
ing with long-term illness or injury, 
talk to your accountant about DTC. 

Don’t rely on the word of some-
one who makes his living off your 
refund. n

– Scott Taylor is vice-president of 
TFS Group, a Waterloo, Ont., com-
pany that provides accounting, 
fuel tax reporting, and other busi-
ness services for truck fleets and  
owner/operators. For information, 
visit www.tfsgroup.com or call 800-
461-5970.

TAX TALK

Tax Talk
Scott taylor
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on Steeles Ave., not far from Truck 
Town. 

“You’re really pissing me off. Now 
I want your dispatcher’s number and 
I want to see your driver’s licence – 
because I don’t think you’re qualified 
to drive that thing,” he told the driver.

The truck roared off again and Kel-
ly brought him to a halt a little further 
down the road. The scenario was re-
peated a third time when the driver 
bolted once again. Kelly finally man-
aged to blockade him on the west-
bound 401 ramp at the James Snow 
Parkway. By then, an MTO officer, 
who noticed the disturbance had ar-
rived on the scene followed soon after 
by a Halton Police cruiser (the man 
in the other car had long-since dis-
appeared).

Initially, the officers thought this 
was a dispute between a motorist and 
a trucker. Neither Kelly nor the offi-
cials had any idea that the trailer con-
tained a mother lode of cocaine: 205 
kgs packed in bundles and nestled 
amongst a load of baby carrots.   

Kelly was anxious to get back to 
work and left the scene before the 
contraband was discovered. He only 
found out about the arrest after an of-
ficer arrived at the terminal that af-
ternoon to take his statement. 

Irony runs thick throughout this 
story. 

“If I had known there was cocaine 
in the truck I probably wouldn’t have 
chased it,” Kelly told me (he no longer 
works at Truck Town). And alleged 
cocaine transporter Avtar Singh 
Sandhu clearly picked the wrong time 
and place to rendezvous with his bud-
dy. It was as though Kelly had stuck a 
dip net into a big lake and pulled out 
a huge fish.

The Sandhu bust begs the question 
of just how much other illicit mate-
rial is moving around by commer-
cial truck. If a random incident like 
this uncovers $8 million of coke, how 
much more is getting through? 

“Tonnes,” speculates Sgt. Rob 
Ruiters, national coordinator of the 
RCMP’s Project Pipeline/Convoy 
program. “We’re not even scratching 
the surface. For every one that we in-
tercept, 50 to 100 get by us.”

Most of the illegal activity in com-
mercial vehicles is centered in heavily 
trafficked areas. Southern Ontario, 
particularly Peel Region, is an area of 
heightened criminal occurrences, as 
is British Columbia’s lower mainland. 
But drugs and contraband goods are 
constantly moving across the country. 

Canadian-grown marijuana is trav-
elling from north to south, while co-
caine and guns are usually going the 
other way. Liquor, cigarettes, stolen 
goods and human cargo are moving 
both ways across the border as well 
as east and west. Really there is no 
limit to the variety of contraband be-
ing transported commercially, usually 
disguised or hidden among other le-
git cargo. You name an illicit activity 
and trucks have probably been used 
to accomplish it.

In some ways trucks are nearly 
invisible as they travel around the 
continent. Furthermore, according 
to Ruiters, most police officers are 
not always comfortable dealing with 
them. “There are about a million po-
lice officers in the US and Canada. Of 
that only about 2% are certified to do 

CVSA inspections, and only about a 
third of those do so on a regular ba-
sis,” Ruiters contends. 

This arrangement suits organized 
crime, as the odds of getting stopped 
or pulled into an inspection station 
are exceedingly small.

So what kind of person engages in 
this kind of trucking? There’s probably 
no one profile or set of characteristics 
that would define such a driver. Any-
one could be a smuggler or trafficker. 

Trucking is a low margin enter-

prise and these loads pay well. The 
driver might be motivated by op-
portunism, financial hardship, co-
ercion or greed, but the stakes are 
exceedingly high: penalties for get-
ting caught are stiff when they’re de-
livered by the courts, and probably 
even stiffer (pun intended) when ad-
ministered by the mob.

Trucking companies themselves 
can do much to mitigate this type of 
behaviour by thoroughly screening 
new hires. 

“The best companies have the best 
drivers, and those companies are usu-
ally the best at proactive diligence,” 
says Ruiters. “Overall, truck driv-
ers are hard working and honest, but 
there’s always a small percentage. 
Anybody can buy a truck and some-
body will hire them. Drugs are often 
transported just like any other legal 
commodity, and they’ll always find 
someone to move them.”

Carriers also need to look to their 
own internal security when it comes 
to satellite tracking and in-house soft-
ware. If information is readily avail-
able online to a number of company 
and client representatives, your sup-
ply chain is vulnerable to being com-
promised by anyone from a forklift 
driver to a schoolyard hacker. This 
kind of data, which includes detailed 
load movements, schedules, the type 
of equipment being used and routing 
instructions, is fascinating to criminal 
elements.

Drivers themselves can be un-
witting accomplices. Rick Geller of 
Markel Insurance cites cases where 
a package has been fastened to the 
underside of a trailer while the driver 
stopped for a coffee. The truck is then 
followed after it leaves Customs and 
the package is retrieved later. 

“Drivers stopping for coffee before 
they go across the border should do 
one final inspection, and that includes 
looking under the trailer,” says Geller.

For the most part, authorities have 
to rely on tips or random stops to de-
tect criminal transport networks. 
Ruiters conducts seminars across 
Canada teaching police officers how 
to spot “anomalies” when they stop 
a driver. He won’t disclose specific 
techniques or strategies, but some 
clues are obvious. 

“Perhaps there’s something that 
shouldn’t be on the truck, or some-
one’s working in a way that doesn’t 

make economic sense, like hauling 
an empty trailer across the country,” 
he says.

In Ontario, MTO and police offi-
cers can stop a commercial vehicle 
at any time and conduct a regulatory 
inspection of the truck and its con-
tents to ascertain compliance with the 
Highway Traffic Act. The driver must 
also assist in the examination. 

But MTO officers are not charged 
with dealing with criminal matters. 
According to Bob Nichols, senior me-

dia liaison officer for the Ministry of 
Transport: “(They) have been trained 
to contact police for assistance before 
they continue an inspection.”

This seems to be what happened 
about 9:30 a.m. on Feb. 4, 2007. But 
the legal situation grows murky after 
Halton Region Police officers arrived 
and entered Sandhu’s trailer. To quote 
from a TorStar satellite online publi-
cation, Inside Halton: “One constable 
said he decided to go into the vehi-
cle after Sandhu said he’d been or-
dered at gunpoint to load the trailer. 
Another officer, a 21-month rookie, 
said it never occurred to him to get a 
search warrant before climbing on-
board and slicing open bales of co-
caine with his knife.”

Anyone following this case would 
have most likely been appalled when 
Sandhu walked away from the charg-
es in 2009. In the original judgment, 
Justice Michael Quigley found that 
since the stop was regulatory in na-
ture, the evidence was gathered im-
properly (without a search warrant) 
and violated Sandhu’s right to be free 
from unreasonable search and seizure. 

But that decision was recently over-
ruled by Justice Janet Simmons of the 
Ontario Appeals Court, who over-
turned Sandhu’s acquittal on Feb. 
11, 2011. Justice Simmons found that 
Quigley had not established a “mean-
ingful balancing” of other consider-
ations and “The further fact that ex-
clusion of the evidence would put an 
end to the prosecution of a very seri-
ous charge.”

Canada’s Supreme Court has al-
ready ruled in two cases that may set 
a precedent. Regent Nolet and John 
Vatsis were stopped by an RCMP of-
ficer in Saskatchewan who noticed an 
expired fuel sticker and found a bag 
of $115,00 in small bills while look-
ing for logbook sheets. 

The suspects were placed under 
arrest for possessing the proceeds 
of a crime, and a further search re-
vealed 392 lbs of marijuana hidden in 
a secret compartment in the cab. In 
this instance, the search was deemed 
Charter-compliant because it began 
as a regulatory matter.

But the Supreme Court found that 
police stumbled in the case of Brad-
ley Harrison who, along with anoth-
er man, was pulled over in northern 
Ontario after an OPP officer noticed 
that their SUV had no front licence 

plate. The rental vehicle was regis-
tered in Alberta and did not require 
a front plate, but further investigation 
revealed that one of the men’s driv-
ers licences had expired, which led to 
the officer conducting a warrantless 
search and the discovery of 35 kgs of 
cocaine in the trunk. The decision de-
livered by the Supreme Court (with 
one dissenting judge) deemed that the 
officer had made “an error in judg-
ment” and allowed Harrison’s Ap-
peal Court acquittal to stand. 

The final verdict in the Sandhu mat-
ter may end up in the Supreme Court 
and it’s probably still years down the 
road. But it will be eagerly await-
ed by the trucking and law enforce-
ment communities. In 2007 this event 
ranked among the biggest cocaine sei-
zures in Canada, let alone Halton.

The decision rests upon an inter-
pretation of the Charter of Rights 
and may perplex the Chief Justices 
for some time. 

If nothing else, it will address 
the relationship between person-
al freedoms and overall harm to 
society, and serve to illustrate the 
hoops and protocol front line offi-
cers face when finding contraband 
after a traffic stop.

“No two stops are the same,” adds 
Ruiters. “There’s no way I can tell you 
when I have the grounds to search 
someone’s vehicle until it happens. 
Our biggest problem is that we have 
to convince the judge and courts of 
what was our rationale and mindsets 
when we made the stop? It’s a com-
plex world out there.” n

Accused drug smuggler may walk over technicality
Continued from page 1

“There are about a million police officers in the US 
and Canada. Of that only about 2% are certified to do 
CVSA inspections, and only about a third of those do 

so on a regular basis,”
Sgt. Rob Ruiters, RCMP

Ruiters steps down 
from Pipeline/Convoy
REGINA, Sask. – Sgt. Rob Ruit-
ers, the highly respected and affa-
ble RCMP officer who led Opera-
tion Pipeline/Convoy, has stepped 
down from his position as coor-
dinator of the national program.

The RCMP is moving the pro-
gram manager’s position to Ot-
tawa, and the Saskatchewan na-
tive was not prepared to relocate, 
Ruiters told contacts in an e-mail.

“As a result I will be leaving the 
program,” Ruiters announced. “I 
will remain in Regina and embark 
on other opportunities within the 
RCMP and look ahead to my re-
tirement options in the future.”

Ruiters spent the last 18 years 
spearheading the Pipeline/Con-
voy program, which aims to elimi-
nate the use of commercial vehicles 
and other modes of transport for 
the purposes of trafficking drugs 
and contraband. Ruiters was a pop-
ular speaker at industry events, fre-
quently offering advice on what 
fleet managers should look out for 
to ensure their vehicles aren’t being 
used for illegal purposes.

“I leave with many fond memo-
ries and take pride in what we, col-
lectively, had achieved from noth-
ing,” Ruiters said in his parting 
e-mail. “The most treasured memo-
ries I will take with me are the great 
people I have met – all of you – dur-
ing my time in this role…I leave the 
program with few regrets and with 
much pride in our efforts.”  n
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If you asked me to name the one 
thing to have the biggest impact on 
the trucking industry ever, you may 
be surprised by my answer. This one 
thing has had an impact on every sin-
gle one of us in some way. Its purpose 
is to make things better for everyone, 
but I believe it has failed to do that 
for a number of reasons.

The thing to which I refer is: emis-
sions control. On paper it seems a no 
brainer, but in the real world it’s as 
useful as mud flaps on a tortoise. 

Even the most stringent supporter 
and enforcer of emissions control, our 
friends down in California, have no 
real proof that the EPA regulations 
have had an impact on air quality. 

In fact, the most noticeable differ-
ence in pollution levels came with 
the recent economic downturn, but 
the lower pollution wasn’t attribut-
ed to the lower levels of truck traf-
fic, it was because of fewer numbers 
of large ships arriving and leaving 
the ports and less pollution from  
manufacturing.

Yes, that’s correct, container ships 
and other industry are the main pol-
luters, yet every single truck put onto 
the highways of North America in 
the last decade has had to conform 
to EPA regulations. 

Now, why is that? I honestly do 
not know, but I can be my cynical 
self and say that it’s because we’re 
an easy target, both in terms of the 
public perception of us as a whole 
and that we, as an industry, seem to 
have a guilt complex which makes us 
do as we’re told, no matter how silly 

the instruction.
Why do we act this way? Yes we 

have big vehicles that are slower 
than cars, we take up more room at 
intersections and we are very vis-
ible when things go wrong. But we 
perform a service – not just any old 

service either. 
We keep every man, woman and 

child in the country fed, we deliver 
the materials their houses are made 
from, we deliver the medicine that 
makes them better when they’re un-
well, we even deliver the cars that we 
get in the way of, so why do we, as an 
industry, let them push us around so 
much?

Now I’m not for one minute sug-
gesting that we take advantage of 

the power that we have and hold the 
country to ransom. Let’s just be sen-
sible about it. 

Take for instance the emissions 
thing: we’re supposed to be saving the 
planet by introducing lower emission 
engines, yet we didn’t have to scrap 
the old ‘killer’ engines. No, we export-
ed them to Mexico, Central America 
and the Caribbean. 

So when we have a good wind com-
ing from the south, we get the plea-
sure of breathing in our old exhaust 
smoke again. Those engines were 

– A fourth generation trucker and 
trucking journalist, Mark Lee uses 
his 25 years of transcontinental 
trucking in Europe, Asia, North 
Africa and now North America to 
provide an alternative view of life 
on the road.

Blowing smoke: The hypocrisy of EPA’s emissions mandates

‘We’re supposed to be saving the planet by introducing 

lower emission engines, yet we didn’t have to scrap the old 

‘killer’ engines. No, we exported them to Mexico, Central 

America and the Caribbean. So when we have a good wind 

coming from the south, we get the pleasure of breathing in 

our old exhaust smoke again.’

There are plenty of reasons why a 
growing number of fleets are an-
swering the call to ban the use of 
handheld cell phones in truck cabs.

A recent study by the Virginia 
Transportation Institute found that 
truck drivers who are dialing a cell 
phone are 5.9 times more likely to 
face a crash or “near crash event” 
than drivers who keep their eyes on 
the road. Truckers even fared worse 
than their four-wheeling counter-
parts who are 2.8 times more like-
ly to be in a crash when dialing a 
number.

But text messaging leads to the 
biggest risk of all. Truck drivers who 
performed that task while driving 
were 23.2 times more likely to be in 
a crash or near crash event. 

Given the growing catalogue of 
research results like these, there 
should be little surprise at the in-
crease in jurisdictions that are ban-
ning the use of handheld cell phones 
and electronic devices. Newfound-
land and Labrador mandated hands-
free calls as early as 2003, and prov-
inces across Canada have followed 
suit with penalties that range from 
fines to demerit points. 

The rules are extending to CBs as 
well. Alberta’s Bill 16 – the Traffic 
Safety (Distracted Driving) Amend-
ment Act, 2010 – limits the on-high-
way use of a CB to those who are 
directing pilot vehicles, need to 
maintain contact with their employ-
er, are helping with a search and res-

cue operation, or use a model with 
a hands-free device.

Of course, Canadian provinces are 
not alone. Several US states now have 
rules that ban the use of handheld 
communication devices on their high-
ways, and many other jurisdictions 
are simply using distracted driving 
legislation to crack down on drivers 
who are caught with eyes on a key-
pad. Last December, the US Federal 
Motor Carrier Safety Administration 
took the added step of introducing 
plans to ban handheld communica-
tion devices in all commercial mo-
tor vehicles, and its penalties could 
include $2,750 fines and even lost li-
cences for repeat offenders.

There is no question that distrac-
tions like dialing a cell phone can in-
fluence decisions behind the wheel, 
especially when it comes to stopping 
distances. Even when someone is 
focused on the job at hand, it takes 
three quarters of a second to observe 
an issue that requires braking, and 
another three quarters of a second 
to actually move a foot to the brake 
pedal. A truck that is travelling at 100 
km/h will move 138 feet in that pe-
riod of time. 

Now consider the time that it 

takes to complete a text message: 
The Virginia researchers found that 
a truck driver will have their eyes 
off the road for 4.6 seconds during 
every six seconds of texting. That is 
enough time for a truck to travel the 
length of a football field.

To compound matters, more adults 
are texting than ever before. Accord-
ing to surveys by the Pew Research 
Centre, about 47% of adults admit to 
reading or sending texts while driv-
ing. And the National Safety Coun-
cil suggests that 28% of the drivers 
who are involved in crashes are using 
their cell phones or texting.

There is already plenty of technol-
ogy that will allow drivers to com-
municate and keep their eyes on the 
road. An array of headsets makes 
it possible to dial or answer a call 
without touching the phone itself. 
Satellite and GPS systems can now 
be activated and operated by voice, 
while some equipment can be pro-
grammed so that drivers cannot re-
spond to a message until a truck is 
parked and the brakes are applied. 
Some equipment will even read e-
mails aloud.

One Ontario fleet has equipped its 
trucks with a special Web-based de-
vice that reads messages aloud and 
includes a single button to replay a 
message. No other controls can be 
used while the vehicle is moving.

As useful as all this technology 
can be, however, there is also an op-
portunity to exercise self-discipline.

Many fleets have taken an added 
step in driver safety by limiting the 
number of calls and messages they 
send to drivers who are known to 
be moving down the highway. Dis-
patchers, for example, are timing 
calls so they do not add to the dis-
tractions in a truck cab.

Other fleets have even incorpo-
rated cell phone bans to their safe-
ty-based incentive programs. The 
policing involves tracking customer 
complaints, or comparing company 
cell phone records against the satel-
lite information which shows when a 
driver was on the road, particularly 
if an incident occurs.

Collectively, they are the tools 
that help to ensure drivers keep 
their eyes on the road and hands 
upon the wheels. n

 
– This month’s expert is Scott Creigh-
ton. Scott joined Markel as an advisor 
in the safety and training services de-
partment in 2007. Scott has brought 
with him more than 20 years of expe-
rience as a driver and a safety supervi-
sor including 18 years working for an 
overdimensional carrier. Markel Safe-
ty and Training Services, a division of 
Markel Insurance Company of Can-
ada, offers specialized courses, sem-
inars and consulting to fleet owners, 
safety managers, trainers and drivers. 
Markel is the country’s largest trucking 
insurer providing more than 50 years 
of continuous service to the transpor-
tation industry.

Keep hands off the phones and hands upon the wheel

opinion

You say tomato,
I say tomahto

MARK LEE

safety

said to be destroying the ozone lay-
er, yet we share the same ozone layer 
no matter where we are in the world, 
so how can it be right that we allow 
other countries to – if we believe the 
hype – carry on killing us with their 
harmful emissions? After all, when 
the ozone layer goes, we’re all sup-
posed to spontaneously combust, so 
does it matter if we create the hole 
or provide somebody else with the 
tools to do it?

That’s one way to look at it, but 
the thing that has had the biggest 
impact on us in the industry is the 
problems that we can get as a result of 
the EPA regulations on our engines. 
Take EGR as an example. 

A diesel engine requires two things 
to run: fuel and air. The better the 
quality of either and the better the 
engine will run. That’s why we have 
charge air coolers (CAC), to provide 
a good gulp of dense fresh air. We 
then add hot exhaust gas and take 
away any improvements we’d made 
with the CAC. 

We also have all kinds of valves and 
coolers, all of which are controlled 
by sensors and when it all, inevita-
bly, goes wrong, the engine will use 
a lot more fuel and will, usually, be 
belching out a cloud of black smoke. 

That’s hardly environmentally 
friendly. Coupled with the reliabili-
ty issues seen on many low-emissions 
engines, we also had to suffer poorer 
fuel economy post-2002, so we end up 
burning more of the stuff that, sup-
posedly, causes the pollution in the 
first place.

We have the best weapon to fight 
this bureaucratic nightmare: the word 
‘NO.’ Unfortunately it doesn’t appear 
to be in our vocabulary! n

Ask the Expert
scott cREighton
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industry

In early March of this year, Air Cana-
da quietly announced that it was about 
to shut down its cargo carrying service 
to the United States. The announce-
ment was distinctly low-key for some-
thing with such inherent ramifications 
on commerce between Canada and 
the US. It came out on a Wednesday 
and advised that the following Mon-
day was the end date for air cargo ship-
ments to the US.

To suggest that this caused a small 
ripple in the shipper/carrier/freight 
forwarder community would be to un-
derstate in the extreme. What’s more, 
no details or explanation were avail-
able other than an innocuous state-
ment that air carriers needed to com-
ply with a new directive from the US 
Transportation Safety Administration 
(TSA). As it happened, TSA had is-
sued an emergency amendment that 
was to take place within days to its 
security measures. The lead time for 
the notice was too short to allow air 
carriers to take the necessary steps to 
comply; leaving them no choice but 
to embargo all US-bound cargo ‘until 
further notice.’

TSA forbids anyone from disclos-
ing to the public (read shippers) details 
of its security directives, which makes 
some sense, but makes compliance a 
little difficult. 

Here is the text of Air Canada’s an-
nouncement, which contained all the 
explanation they could provide:

“The US Transport Security Admin-
istration (TSA) has issued an emergen-
cy amendment to security measures 
which will take effect March 10, 2011. 
Given the short notice, it will not be 
possible for us to implement the nec-
essary measures to ensure compliance 
and as a result, we are required to em-
bargo all cargo flown to the US effec-
tive March 10, 2011 until further no-
tice. Shipments already accepted prior 
to this date will be carried to destina-
tion. Discussions continue with TSA 
as well as other country security agen-
cies to find ways to mitigate this situa-
tion as quickly as possible.”

Then, on March 11, Air Canada in-
formed its customers that the embar-
go had been lifted and it was now all 
systems go. That announcement read 
as follows:

“We (Air Canada) have been in con-
tact with the TSA and are pleased to 
advise you that we fully resume our 
cargo operations while maintaining a 
heightened level of security as required 
by these new measures…We apolo-
gize for the inconvenience caused to 
our customers and are very pleased to 
have arrived at a rapid resolution.” 

TSA wields a big stick. Its security 
directives apply to US aircraft opera-
tors, US all-cargo aircraft operators, 
foreign air carriers, and foreign all-car-
go air carriers operating to the United 
States. In its bulletin dated March 10, 
TSA advised that:

“Freight forwarders with air cargo 
operations at NON-US LOCATIONS 
should expect to see revised require-
ments for all shipments inbound to the 
US. US aircraft operators, US all-car-
go aircraft operators, foreign air carri-
ers, and foreign all-cargo air carriers 
will be requesting information for all 
shipments on each master airwaybill 
(MAWB) that they accept for trans-

portation from a NON-US LOCA-
TION to the US. This information will 
include a specific statement (that the 
aircraft operator will provide to for-
warders) regarding each shipper. This 
information will include shipper ac-
count history, and is necessary for an 
aircraft operator to determine what se-
curity measures they must apply in ac-
cordance with their Security Directive 
or Emergency Amendment.

“By providing this statement, the for-
warder is attesting to the accuracy of 
the information for the shipper. Pro-

viding this accurate information to air 
carriers will expedite the screening pro-
cess. As always, TSA reminds all IACs 
(Indirect Air Carriers) to remain vigi-
lant and report suspicious activity to 
local law enforcement.”

The TSA refused any further com-
ment on the new security directives, 
which some say have come with little 
warning for industry. We have no ex-
pectation that TSA or any other agen-
cy should provide full disclosure of the 
reasons for these decisions, but this 
one seemed a little arbitrary for some-
thing with such a significant impact. 

This is such sensitive ground that 
few are even willing to discuss what 
happened or why, or, more specifically, 
what this new security directive from 
TSA entails. It’s all very Orwellian in 
nature. Air carriers are already re-
quired to screen all shipments destined 
for the US that are over a designated 
size or are not from a ‘known (trust-
ed) shipper.’ More stringent screening 
is due to kick in by the end of 2011.

That program seems to have worked 
to date. In fact, we understand that 

many carriers are far ahead of a sched-
uled Dec. 31, 2011 date for meeting the 
new protocol on screening.

Now, in addition to enhanced 
screening requirements there may be 
a move afoot to redefine what consti-
tutes a ‘trusted shipper.’ Some of the 
criteria being proposed could elimi-
nate seasonal or periodic shippers, put-
ting them at a competitive disadvan-
tage. While the March situation was 
resolved quickly enough, one has to 
wonder when the next one will occur. 
Can or will TSA or any other agency, 
arbitrarily shut down commerce with-
out notice? We may never know what 
it was that instigated the March epi-
sode and that’s disturbing.

This time it was the air cargo sector, 
but what if we had an overnight shut-
down of cross border trucking? The 
chaos and interruption to commerce 
would be immeasurable. n

– The PMTC is the only national 
association dedicated to the private 
trucking community. Send com-
ments to trucks@pmtc.ca.

TSA wields a big stick
Air cargo carrier incident raises questions

Private Links
Bruce richArds
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The Canadian Online  

Publishing Awards, 

presented by 

MastheadOnline, 

recognize excellence 

in online editorial  

and innovation by 

Canadian magazine and 

Web site publishers.

Winner/Best Video
Finalist/Best Overall Web Site

Finalist/Best E-newsletter

And the award goes to...

Trucknews.com!

Congratulations
                                to the  trucknews.com team!
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Canuck fleets sweep TCA safety grand prizes
SAN DIEGO, Cal. – Two Canadian carriers have claimed the top grand 
prizes at the Truckload Carriers Association’s highly coveted National 
Fleet Safety Awards. Brian Kurtz Trucking of Breslau, Ont. won the award 
for truckload companies in the small carrier division (total annual mile-
age of less than 25 million miles), while Bison Transport of Winnipeg, 
Man. won in the category for truckload companies in the large carrier 
division (total annual mileage of 25 million or more miles).

TCA presented the awards to Brian Kurtz, president of Brian Kurtz 
Trucking, and Rob Penner, vice-president of operations for Bison Trans-
port, at the association’s annual awards banquet held March 15 at the 
San Diego Convention Center. This year marked the fourth time Bison 
Transport has won the grand prize at the awards ceremony.

The fleets earned top honours in their respective categories while com-
peting against Canadian and American trucking firms. Also receiving 
recognition were MacKinnon Transport of Guelph, Ont., which topped its 
division for carriers with total annual mileage of 15-24.99 million miles, 
and Groupe Robert of Boucherville, Que. which came in second place 
in the 50-99.99 million miles division. 

The two grand prize winners were selected from among 18 division win-
ners in the National Fleet Safety Division Awards announced in January. 
In order to be granted the prestigious grand prize, both companies had to 
demonstrate that they strive to meet stringent standards in their overall 
safety programs, on and off the highway, and were judged to be the best in 
their commitment to improving safety on the nation’s highways. n

MEDICINE HAT, Alta. – Manitou-
lin Transport has expanded its western 
presence by acquiring Exalta Trans-
port. Based in Medicine Hat, Alta., 
Exalta is a regional carrier serving 
western Canada, operating 300 piec-
es of company-owned equipment out 
of seven terminals.

“The acquisition of Exalta Trans-
port demonstrates our commitment to 
our customers and prospects in West-
ern Canada as we continue to expand 
our western reach and press forward 
with our goal of complete transporta-
tion coverage throughout the country,” 
said Gord Smith, president, Manitou-
lin Group of Companies. “Our expan-
sion into Saskatchewan and Southern 
Alberta will provide direct service 
coverage and a uniform level of ser-
vice across the Manitoulin network. 
As well, we can better partner with 
businesses as they grow by accessing 
Manitoulin Group of Companies’ 
local and global services, including 

ground transportation, international 
freight forwarding, customs broker-
age, warehousing, supply chain man-
agement and logistics.”

Exalta provides scheduled general 
freight service between Regina and 
Saskatoon and among terminals in 
Brooks, Calgary, Edmonton, Leth-
bridge and Medicine Hat, Alta.

It also offers a through service be-
tween points in Alberta and Saskatch-
ewan and a truckload division serving 
points in B.C., Alberta, Saskatchewan 
and Manitoba. Manitoulin officials 
said the transition will be seamless 
to Exalta Transport customers. John 
Finn, former owner of Exalta, will stay 
on as a consultant to ensure a smooth 
handover, the company announced. 
All Exalta employees will be retained 
by Manitoulin, the company said. 

“Exalta Transport is a natural fit for 
Manitoulin Transport,” said Smith, 
“not only for its strategic locations, as-
sets and regional experience, but be-
cause of our shared culture of custom-
er service, dedication to growth and 
continuous improvement.”  n

Bison bursts into 
US with Britton buy
WINNIPEG, Man. – Bison Trans-
port is set to acquire Grand Forks, 
N.D.-based Britton Transport. Brit-
ton is an asset-based and non-asset-
based transport provider providing 
van, flatbed, step deck and bulk 
hopper truckload services primar-
ily in the continental US. 

“The acquisition of Britton is 
an important first step in Bison 
Transport’s US expansion strat-
egy,” said Bison president and 
CEO Don Streuber. “Britton is a 
well run operation and has been a 
strong US partner carrier of ours 
over the last five years handling a 
growing portion of our US freight. 
This transaction will provide  
Bison Transport a US base of  
operations in close proximity to 
one of our key border crossing 
in the northcentral US. We look  
forward to working with Dave Britton  
and the Britton employees in pro-
viding an expanded quality ser-
vice offering to Britton and Bison  
customers.”

“Since 1980, our company has 
grown from a small brokerage op-
eration with two employees to a 
full service truckload transport 
provider with over 45 tractors and 
65 employees and drivers,” said 
Britton Transport founder Dave 
Britton. “We have grown over the 
years by providing our customers 
reliable and innovative transpor-
tation services through the dedi-
cation and teamwork of our em-
ployees.  Bison is a key customer 
and an important partner of Brit-
ton’s and this transaction repre-
sents a natural evolution of that 
relationship. We are very pleased 
to join the Bison family and I feel 
it gives our employees and our 
customers a platform to grow in 
the years ahead.” 

The transaction is subject to 
customary closing conditions 
and is expected to be completed 
in late May. Financial details con-
cerning this transaction have not 
been disclosed. n

Manitoulin acquires Exalta Transport
FLEET NEWS
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mats report

By James Menzies
LOUISVILLE, Ky. – Eaton shared 
its chief economist with trucking 
journalists at the Mid-America 
Trucking Show, and while James 
Meil warned “headwinds and tail-
winds are at work,” his message 
was one of opportunity.

“We think a recovery is clear-
ly taking shape,” Meil said. “The 
manufacturing sector is rebound-
ing, inventories are starting to come 
back, truckload pricing is firming 
and we think Class 8 capacity was 
about right three months ago.”

Meil said capacity utilization has 
reached the “sweet spot” of about 
90%, up from a low mark of about 
78% during the recession. In fact, 
he said a truck shortage is already 
materializing after the US trucking 
industry removed about 225,000 
Class 8 trucks from the roads over 
the past several years.

“This was part of the belt tight-
ening process to right size the truck 

fleet,” Meil explained. 
“(Capacity utilization) is start-

ing to get back to the sweet spot. 
We think 90% was reached in No-
vember. We think you are now in 
a situation where capacity utiliza-
tion is a fairly robust 93% and that 
means right now, there’s a truck 
shortage in North America based 
on our calculations. As of January, 
our best guess is you were dealing 
with a shortage of roughly 40,000 
units. Don’t be surprised if by year 
end, the shortage starts to get to 
100,000, 120,000 or even higher.”

Meil said the industry is essen-
tially reliving the cycle it went 
through in 2004, which were  
prosperous times for the trucking 
industry. 

“In early 2004, we started to see 
a revival of the economy, a reviv-
al in truck freight and by the end 
of the summer and into early fall, 
there was all kinds of talk about a 
transportation capacity shortage. 

We’re almost going through the 
same drill and almost at the same 
time of year as in 2004,” Meil said. 

Of course, challenges remain 
as the industry emerges from one 
of the worst ever recessions. Meil 
wondered how equipment manu-
facturers will be able to keep up 
with demand as Class 8 truck or-
ders surge an expected 55.6% from 
last year, to about 240,000 units.

“We haven’t had to do this in 
a long time,” he said. “We think 
we’re up to it, but we’re going  
to see.”

The overall truck fleet is older 
than it’s ever been, Meil pointed 
out. The next decade, Meil said, 
can be defined as the “Era of High 
Costs.” Fuel prices will be high and 
volatile, equipment prices will be 
high and volatile, a driver shortage 
will emerge and there’s no sign the 
government will stop introducing 
onerous new regulations.

While Meil said the US truck-

ing industry shed 120,000 drivers 
during the recession, he also not-
ed there are three million Amer-
icans who’ve lost manufacturing 
and construction jobs, so there’s a 
pool to draw from if wages become 
more competitive.

“The industry is going to have 
to pay these folks,” he said, noting 
trucking wages when compared to 
manufacturing and construction 
wages have been on the decline 
for 20 years. “In order to fill these 
seats, these trends might have to 
be reversed.”

While Meil’s message was over-
whelmingly positive, he left jour-
nalists with a laundry list of 10 wor-
ries that keep him up at night: a rise 
in commodity prices; European fi-
nancial weakness; Middle East in-
stability; US inflation in 2013 and 
after; the feds’ ability to exit from 
its monetary easing; US state and 
local government finances/deficit; 
US federal government finances/
deficit; China overheating; and the 
catastrophe in Japan.

“Overall, the economy is in a sol-
id but not spectacular recovery,” 
Meil concluded. “The next three 
years are going to be terrific years 
for those on the supply side of the 
business and for motor freight op-
erators themselves.” n

Michelin expands fleet 
program to O/Os, 
plans Canadian launch
LOUISVILLE, Ky. – Michelin is 
expanding its popular Advantage 
Program to owner/operators and 
says it will soon offer the program 
in Canada as well. The program is 
aimed at providing small fleets with 
the same support and technical ex-
pertise traditionally available only 
to large fleets.

“We’ve seen the popularity of 
the Michelin Advantage Program 
increase significantly as more and 
more people are realizing that you 
don’t have to be a big fleet to get 
an advantage or have a relationship 
with Michelin,” said Fritz Mueller, 
small fleet business segment manag-
er Michelin Americas Truck Tires. 
“For example, in January 2011, Mi-
chelin doubled the number of cus-
tomers who signed up for this pro-
gram compared to the same month 
last year. Now, more trucking pro-
fessionals that operate their own 
business will have additional op-
portunities to control their costs, 
save time and improve their safety.”

The Michelin Advantage Program 
provides an online resource for small 
fleets and owner/operators that en-
ables them to make better tire pur-
chasing and maintenance decisions. 

It’s a business program that’s free 
of charge. It also provides benefits 
such as access to Michelin’s ONCall 
emergency roadside assistance ser-
vice with no dispatch fee. Members 
also have access to a wide range of 
training information and mainte-
nance tips and techniques. 

The program’s Canadian intro-
duction is currently in the works, 
and Truck West will have further 
updates when it becomes available 
on this side of the border. n

Eaton’s chief economist sees good times for trucking

By James Menzies
LOUISVILLE, Ky. – Cummins 
president and COO Tom Linebarg-
er shared some insight prior to the 
Mid-America Trucking Show on 
how the independent engine manu-
facturer plans to remain relevant as 
OEMs move towards greater verti-
cal integration.

Cummins’ strategy, which ap-
pears to be working, may come as 
a surprise. Linebarger said Cum-
mins is bringing its OEM partners 
closer, even when those very com-
panies are taking bread of Cum-
mins’ table by aggressively promot-
ing their own engines.

“Most of our customers make 
their own engines too,” Linebarg-
er acknowledged. “How are we go-
ing to survive vertical integration? 
That’s an issue we face strategical-
ly and something we think very  
seriously about.”

Linebarger said Cummins’ 
three-pronged strategy involves: 
technical leadership; partnerships; 
and focus.

“It’s a very simple strategy,” 
Linebarger said. “As an indepen-
dent engine manufacturer, we have 
to have the best set of technologies, 
the best products to offer. We can’t 
be the same, we can’t be equal, we 

have to be better – and that’s the 
fundamental starting point for 
Cummins.”

That means sourcing the world 
for parts and components and tak-
ing advantage of its position as a 
global manufacturer to draw from 
innovations achieved elsewhere.

“The thing being global gives 
you is the ability to look at differ-
ent markets and get technical in-
novations in a bunch of different 
ways,” Linebarger said. “We are 
developing SCR systems in China 
that have to come in at half the cost 
of the SCR systems in the US. We 
don’t know what the standard is go-
ing to be (in China) but we know 
it needs to cost half as much. So, 
when we come up with a system 
that costs half as much, if it gets 
pretty close to the standard that we 
have here, maybe taking that one 
and developing it upwards might 
give us a whole new innovation on 
how to build SCR systems.”

Perhaps most surprisingly, Line-
barger said Cummins is taking 
steps to work more closely with 
its OEM partners, even if it means 
sharing trade secrets and helping 
their competitors build better en-
gines themselves.

“We are learning how to inte-

grate with customers better,” Line-
barger said. “We have to be like an 
internal engine division of our cus-
tomers, since that is what they’re 
going to compare us to. We have to 
be as good or better as their inter-
nal division. We have to make it as 
easy or easier to do business with 
us as it is to do business with their 
internal engine division.”

That means taking an interest 
in the success of its OEM part-
ners, even when they are promot-
ing their own engines. And it even 
means teaching them how to build 
better engines themselves – a coun-
terintuitive approach that Line-
barger says is working.

“We have to be thinking every 
day about how to make them more 
successful,” he said, “which puts 
some new burdens on us, in terms 
of how our product works. Just to 
give an example: technical collab-
oration. We have always said we 
want to be the technical leader, so 
you want to keep your technical 
things pretty close to your chest. 
If you give them to them, they’re 
equal. What we figured out is, we 
can’t be their partner if every-
thing we come up with, we give to 
them one piece at a time. If they’re 
making their own engines, we help 
them with their engines too. We 
bring in our components group and 
say ‘You’re making engines, we’ll 
help you with those too. We have 
SCR systems, turbochargers and 
filtration systems, so we’ll help you 
with yours too.’ It sort of feels a lit-
tle weird, but if we don’t do that, 
we’re not like that internal engine 
division.”

So far, Cummins approach is 
paying dividends, Linebarger said.

“What has happened is, we’ve 
built trust with those partners. 
We’ve drawn them more to Cum-
mins technology. Integration with 
their vehicles is easier and it’s now 
easier to do business with us be-
cause we have some common com-
ponents and common interfaces,” 
he said. “This cooperation is dif-
ferent now than it was before, but 
that’s going to be fundamental to 
our success going forward.” n

Cummins shares secrets to thriving in vertically integrated world

Cummins lauds new engines
LOUISVILLE, Ky. – Cummins kicked off the Mid-America Trucking 
Show by announcing it accomplished what it set out to do with its EPA2010 
engines, improving fuel economy by 6% – and then some.

Company officials said Cummins’ new engines exceeded fuel economy 
promises, and Steve Charlton, vice-president and chief technical officer 
of the engine business, said further tinkering with engine calibrations in 
early 2011 has improved fuel and diesel exhaust fluid (DEF) consump-
tion rates beyond the 6% Cummins initially promised and delivered upon.

Rich Freeland, president of Cummins’ engine business, declared the 
company’s EPA2010 product launch “our best product introduction in 
modern history.”

In addition to improved fuel economy, to the tune of 6% or more,  
Freeland said “reliability looks to be the best in our history.”

Freeland said Cummins has kept its production capacity in tact through 
the recession and is well positioned to meet customer demands as the mar-
ket recovers. He also declared that while the past decade was all about 
emissions, the next 10 years will be defined by who is best at maximiz-
ing fuel economy.

“The next decade will be all about fuel economy,” Freeland said. n
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Compliant & Safety First Environment

We Offer:
Above Average Mileage Rates
Annual Safety Bonus
Benefit Package
Safe and Modern Equipment
Uniforms     We Require:

3 Years or Newer Equipment
Valid Fast Card
Good Abstract

We Require:
Single and Team Drivers
Minimum 2 years highway experience
Unloading / Loading experience
Good Abstract     Apply on line:

www.slh.ca
Email:

slhwest@slh.ca
Call Len or Harry
1-800-471-4003

We are growing our business and need 
Experienced Professional Drivers TO RUN CANADA & USA

Owner Operators Company Drivers

TODAY!Join Our Growing Team

International MaxxForce 15 makes Mid-America debut
LOUISVILLE, Ky. – At the behest 
of Canadian customers, Navistar 
International has come out with a 
15-litre MaxxForce engine for high-
horsepower applications.

The company also is coming out 
with a higher rated MaxxForce 13 
– with up to 500 hp and 1,700 lb.-ft. 
of torque available – in hopes 13-li-
tre power will be sufficient for the 
majority of applications. 

But for those customers who de-
mand big power, the MaxxForce 15 
will fit the bill, Jim Hebe, Navistar’s 
senior vice-president, North Ameri-
can sales operations, announced at 
the Mid-America Trucking Show. 
With the industry shift towards 
13-litre power, Hebe admitted it 
would be easy to ignore the severe 
service market.

“The obvious question is why 
bother?” he asked. “It’s real sim-
ple. We have customers in Canada 
and customers in the US in certain 
applications who just, their applica-
tions just demand an extreme en-
gine with extreme power in the most 
severe applications.”

Development of the MaxxForce 
15 began in 2006 when Cummins di-
verted from its in-cylinder EPA2010 
emissions strategy and announced it 
would pursue selective catalytic re-
duction (SCR) along with all other 
heavy-duty engine manufacturers. 
That decision, Hebe said, left Navi-
star in a bind, with essentially four 

options: following Cummins down 
the SCR path; developing a 15-litre 
engine from scratch; finding a Eu-
ropean engine partner; or finding a 
North American solution.

“We chose what we thought was 
the best possible solution out of all 
the above, and chose the Cat C15 for 
the foundation of what is now the 
MaxxForce 15,” Hebe said. 

Navistar married the Cat C15’s 
block and crankshaft with its own 
fuel and air systems and its Ad-
vanced EGR technology.

The new engine can be paired 
with the International ProStar+ 
with ratings up to 500 hp and 1,850 
lb.-ft. of torque while the vocational 
PayStar can be mated with a Maxx-
Force 15 with up to 550 hp. 

Hebe said the ProStar+ comes in 
a 125-inch BBC to accommodate 
the larger engine, adding “we in-
creased our BBC without compro-
mising aerodynamics.”

Navistar execs also promised 
at the Mid-America Trucking 
Show that they will deliver the 
most complete line of alternative 
fuel vehicles, including an Inter-
national ProStar+ powered by a 
liquefied natural gas version of 
the MaxxForce 13.

A prototype version of the ve-
hicle was on display at the show. 
Hebe noted the LNG MaxxForce 
13, available with 430 hp and 1,550 
lb.-ft. torque, runs on a mixture of 

15% diesel and 85% natural gas. 
“Be assured, we are going to be 

the industry leader in natural gas 
technology,” Hebe vowed. “Not just 

offering a one-size-fits-all solution, 
but our engine, purposely designed 
to fit your applications from medi-
um-duty to heavy-duty.” n

staying on: Navistar exec Jim Hebe announced at MATS that he has renewed 
his contract with Navistar, despite rumours he was retiring.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. – Peterbilt has 
become the first North American 
truck maker to make air disc brakes 
standard on the front axle of all its 
Class 8 trucks.

The company made the announce-
ment at the Mid-America Trucking 
Show, noting the move will ensure its 
customers will easily meet impending 
new stopping distance requirements.

Benefits of disc brakes include: 
more effective stopping power; re-
duced weight; and less maintenance.

“Air disc brakes are the premium 
choice for fleets looking to improve 
driver productivity and minimize 
downtime,” announced Bill Jackson, 
Paccar vice-president and Peterbilt 
general manager. “Standard air disc 
brakes on all our Peterbilt models en-
sures we are providing our customers 
a solution to comply with the govern-
ment’s reduced stopping distance reg-
ulations going into effect this August, 
as well as a feature that has a positive 
effect on their bottom line.”

Peterbilt also announced it has up-
graded the rotors that come with its 
disc brakes to a ‘splined’ design, which 
shaves up to 50 lbs from the vehicle. 

Also new from Peterbilt was a line 
of Peterbilt Premium Seats, with im-
proved ergonomic and comfort fea-
tures. The seats provide heating and 
cooling options and an automatic 
height modification feature that pre-
vents the seat from changing positions 
when a driver sits or stands. 

“Peterbilt worked to develop a seat 
with features comparable to luxury 
automobiles,” said Landon Sproull, 
Peterbilt’s chief engineer. “The Peter-
bilt Premium Seats deliver maximum 
comfort and exceptional reliability.” 

Peterbilt has also introduced a light-
weight option package, which allows 

customers to spec’ day cabs weighing 
as little as 14,200 lbs and sleepers as 
light as 15,800 lbs.

The package includes: the Paccar 
MX engine; composite front springs; 
aluminum components; enhance-
ments requiring fewer batteries; an 
aluminum fifth wheel and ILS slid-
er; and a rear drivetrain with an alu-
minum drive beam. The lightweight 
package is available on all Pete line-
haul and pickup and delivery vehicles 
and can be spec’d in whole or in part.

Also new is an extended day cab 

for Pete’s entire line of Class 8 trucks, 
providing an extra 10 inches front to 
back and six more inches of head 
room.

“Peterbilt’s extended day cab is ide-
al for and customers who require a 
larger operating environment and in-
creased maneuverability,” Peterbilt’s 
Jackson. 

“With the large standard rear win-
dow, the extended cab also provides 
superb visibility, making it optimal 
for vocational, heavy haul and pick-up 
and delivery applications.” n

Peterbilt takes bold step in making disc brakes standard on all Class 8 models

lightweight: Pete’s Model 386 
decked out with the new lightweight 
option package.

mats report
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Guess who found a new job?

www.truckops.ca
is brought to you by:

C A N A D A ’ S  B U S I N E S S  M A G A Z I N E  F O R  F L E E T  O W N E R S

Motortruck
Fleet Executive

Job Postings 
Are Free!

Are you stuck in a job, and  
looking for something new?  
Well, you too can find a job  

in 2011 on www.truckops.ca, 
a job website for  

transportation and supply  
chain professionals.

Your ad will appear simultaneously on three jobs websites: 
www.truckops.ca, www.transportplanet.com and www.hirelogistics.ca

Getting a new job
    is life-affirming! 

mats report

LOUISVILLE, Ky. –  Mack 
Trucks unveiled an assortment of 
product enhancements, including 
new, optimized roof and chassis 
fairings for the Mack Pinnacle, 
additional fuel-efficient Econo-
dyne ratings for its Mack MP en-
gines and interior enhancements 
to improve driver comfort and 
productivity. 

Mack rolled out redesigned roof 
fairings for its Pinnacle 70-inch 
high-rise, 70-inch mid-rise and 
60-inch mid-rise sleepers. 

The company also debuted 
stronger, lighter, longer chassis 
fairings, covering up to a 140-gal-
lon fuel tank – yet costing consid-
erably less than the previous op-
tion. Customers ordering Mack 
Pinnacle model sleepers with 
improved aerodynamics can ex-
pect up to a 6% fuel efficiency 
improvement, according to Jerry 
Warmkessel, marketing manager, 
highway products. 

“The new roof fairings are opti-
mized for the lowest possible coef-
ficient of drag and a much smooth-
er transfer of air from the truck 
to the trailer,” Warmkessel said. 
“The design of the new chassis 
fairings is simpler, and more aero-
dynamic. The fuel efficiency im-
provements achievable with these 
optimized aero aids and the prov-
en performance of our MP engines 

with ClearTech SCR positions the 
Mack Pinnacle among the best in 
highway fuel efficiency.”

Warmkessel placed the fuel 
savings possible by this combi-
nation of features at 12.5% and 
said he believes such savings at 
a time when fleets are so con-
cerned about rising diesel prices 
will lead to greater interest in the 
Mack brand.

“We will be in double digit fig-
ures in market share in the very 
near future. I absolutely guaran-
tee it,” he said.

Building on the fuel saving per-
formance of its EPA2010-certi-
fied MP engines, Mack also an-
nounced the addition of four new 
Econodyne ratings – MP7-405E, 
MP8-415E, MP8-445E, MP8-
505E – optimized for fuel effi-
ciency without sacrificing power. 
Through an enhanced fuel map-
ping strategy, Mack’s EconoBoost 
intelligent torque management 
system offers an extra 200 lb.-ft. 
of torque seamlessly through the 
system command.

“We found that drivers can sig-
nificantly increase fuel efficien-
cy by remaining in the top gear 
as much as possible,” said Da-
vid McKenna, Mack director of 
powertrain sales and marketing. 
“EconoBoost initiates at 1,300 
rpm, providing additional pow-

er that allows drivers to remain 
longer in the top two gears. The 
engine torque reverts back to the 
lower profile when the engine 
senses situations with zero torque 
input, such as cresting a hill.”

Further enhancements to the 
Mack Pinnacle series include an 
optional one-piece windshield, 
and an updated Grand Touring 
trim package with button-tuck 
vinyl and ultraleather seats that 

provide drivers comfort and a wel-
coming environment, at no ex-
tra charge over the previous trim  
offering.  

Mack also introduced a new 
twin-steer package for its Gran-
ite model heavy-duty Class 8  
conventional straight truck. 

Available in axle-forward or  
axle-back packages, the twin-steer 
now offers vertical back-of-cab  
aftertreatment packaging.  n

Volvo offers new 
cab interior
LOUISVILLE, Ky. – Volvo used 
the Mid-America Trucking Show 
as the launching pad for three rede-
signed interior options and 10 new 
seat coverings, aimed at increasing 
comfort and productivity – and at-
tracting and retaining drivers. 

“We gave each trim level a com-
plete overhaul and introduced a 
softer colour pallet with contrast-
ing, multidimensional fabrics to 
complement our ergonomic cab de-
sign,” Volvo Trucks product manag-
er Frank Bio said. Bio explained the 
design team was inspired by con-
temporary designs of homes and 
offices and focused on providing a 
functional design that was easy to 
maintain while providing a feeling 
of brightness and roominess. n

LOUISVILLE, Ky. – ATDynam-
ics is coming out with a Nano ver-
sion of its TrailerTail that will com-
ply with Canadian regulations.

The new model was announced at 
the Mid-America Trucking Show. 

Bob Ozden, chief operating offi-
cer of ATDynamics said the Nano 
version will extend two feet from 
the rear of the trailer and deliver 
fuel savings in the range of 4%. 

The expected savings of the 
mini-trailer tail have not yet been 
scientifically proven.

The TrailerTail Nano will also be 

suitable for double trailer applica-
tions and intermodal operations, 
Ozden said.

Meanwhile, popularity of the de-
vice continues to increase in the 
US. ATDynamics announced Wer-
ner Enterprises recently placed an 
order for 130 units after field test-
ing the product and another “Top 
10” US fleet has committed to the 
product, Ozden said. 

The four-foot TrailerTail, which 
can be used across the US, has 
proven to reduce fuel consumption 
by 6.6% when travelling at high-

way speeds. 
Ozden said fleet customers al-

ways combine TrailerTails with side 
skirts, which together can provide 
fuel savings of 7/10ths of a mile per 
gallon. 

Tails alone provide savings of 
4/10ths mpg, he noted, providing 
a payback in six to 24 months. AT-
Dynamics sells Canadian manu-
facturer Transtex Composite’s side 
skirts, providing a complete trailer 
aero solution.

ATDynamics has delivered more 
than 4,000 TrailerTails to date. 

Mack makes aerodynamic improvements to Pinnacle

better aero: New aerodynamic fairings from Mack improve the Pinnacle’s 
fuel efficiency by as much as 6%, the company claims.

ATDynamics to release TrailerTail Nano for Canadian customers They’re priced at US$2,800 for 
individual orders with volume dis-
counts available.

Five to 10 units are deployed in 
the US every day, Ozden pointed 
out. So far, the device has accrued 
14 million miles of real-world expe-
rience with only about a half doz-
en failures, Ozden noted, and he 
blamed those on improper instal-
lations by dealers. 

ATDynamics has dismantled its 
dealer network and is in the pro-
cess of building a new one that will 
better serve the industry’s needs, 
Ozden said.

The Canada-compliant Trail-
erTail Nano is expected to weigh 
about 100 lbs and will be available 
this fall. It will come with a three-
year warranty. n
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FELICIA FLORIANI
MISSING

Date of Birth:  February 11, 1987

Missing since: June 11, 2001

Missing from: Hamilton, Ontario

Height:  5' 4"

Weight: 135 lbs

Eyes:  Hazel

Hair:  Blonde

www.ontario.childfind.ca

CHILD FIND 1-800-387-7962
Anyone with information please contact:  All Calls Confidential – No Name Required

Characteristics: Lazy left eye.

5596-SR

mats report

Shell’s popular Million Mile Haul 
of Fame expanded to US
LOUISVILLE, Ky. – Shell has taken its popular Canadian Haul of Fame 
concept and rolled it out across North America. 

The newly-created Shell Rotella Million Mile Haul of Fame was  
introduced at the Mid-America Trucking Show during a special event to  
acknowledge its first American member, owner/operator Jerry Kissinger. 
Kissinger’s stunning 1991 Mack Superliner was showcased at the event. It 
has more than a million miles on the engine, all of which were run with 
Shell Rotella heavy-duty engine oil.

Kissinger received a Shell Rotella Million Mile Haul of Fame leather 
jacket, an engraved keychain and a certificate of achievement. 

“Being the first person to become part of the Shell Rotella Million Mile 
Haul of Fame is a great honour,” said Kissinger. “Shell Rotella has proven 
to me for many years that it can protect my engine and has helped keep 
me on the road doing what I love.”

“Truck drivers typically take excellent care of their trucks and main-
taining the engine is a big part of that,” added Mark Reed, global brand 
manager for Shell Rotella. “The Shell Rotella Million Mile Haul of Fame, 
began in Canada and has now been expanded to the US to recognize  
drivers that rely on Shell Rotella heavy-duty oil.”

Shell officials said at the event that they are finalizing a new online home 
for the Haul of Fame. The program’s existing Canadian members will 
be migrated to the new Web site when it’s up and running any day now.

To be accepted into the program, truck owners must prove they’ve  
driven their vehicle at least a million miles using only Shell Rotella heavy-
duty engine oil since the 250,000-mile mark. The engine must retain its 
original pistons, liners and rings. n

LOUISVILLE, Ky. – Kenworth 
unveiled several new products at 
the Mid-America Trucking Show, 
including a line of high-end seats, 
a regional version of its T660 and 
an all-wheel drive 6x6 T370.

The new seats were designed ex-
clusively for the Kenworth T700. 
The line will consist of GT701, 
GT702 and GT703 models, offer-
ing a range of options and fea-
tures, including an air suspen-
sion that can automatically adjust 
to the weight of the driver. This 
feature will allow team drivers to 
both ride in comfort without hav-
ing to fiddle with the settings.

The seats also offer an adjust-
able shock that provides driv-
ers with a full range of height  
adjustments.

The seats are available in vi-
nyl, cloth or leather and cushions 
can be replaced without remov-
ing the suspension structure, the 
company announced. Each ver-
sion comes with optional heat-
ing while the GT703 also offers 
a cooling option.

“The Kenworth GT700 series 
seats are made to Kenworth spec-
ifications and provide drivers the 
ability to fine-tune their ride ex-
perience, making the Kenworth 
T700 an even more compelling 
choice for truck fleets and oper-
ators,” said Preston Feight, Ken-
worth chief engineer. 

“The driver seat is something 
truck fleets and operators can’t 
afford to ignore since it’s a crit-
ical component in helping driv-

ers stay comfortable, alert and fo-
cused while driving.” 

T660 regional hauler

Kenworth also unveiled a new 
version of its popular aerody-
namic T660 configured for re-
gional applications. Some of the 
features include a shorter wheel-
base, tighter chassis packaging, 
improved maneuverability and 
weight savings of about 250 lbs – 
all while maintaining the T660’s 
fuel tank capacity.

“This new Kenworth T660 op-
tion is especially useful for re-
gional haulers interested in op-
erating aerodynamic trucks to 
help increase fuel efficiency and 
reduce fuel costs,” said Feight. 
“The Kenworth T660 regional 
hauler configuration offers the 
same styling and lighting advan-
tages – and similar aerodynamic 
advantages – as the standard T660 
with the maneuverability and fuel 
capacity of the Kenworth T800.” 

And speaking of the T800, Ken-
worth officials pointed out that 
the iconic truck is celebrating its 
25th anniversary this year. The 
company has produced more than 
235,000 T800s since the model 
was introduced in 1986, 80% of 
which are still on the road today.

6x6 T370

Getting back to the new stuff, Ken-
worth also announced it will be  
offering a 6x6 version of its T370 
medium-duty truck.

“This new offering will benefit 

operators running utility service, 
construction, oilfield service and 
boom trucks, in addition to mu-
nicipal applications, such as fire 
and emergency vehicles,” Feight 
said. “Customers get a great me-
dium-duty truck for applications 
which require a heavier front axle 

and tandem rear axle to get the 
job done.”

The T370 6x6 will have front 
drive axles with ratings ranging 
from 10,000 lbs to 16,000 lbs. It 
will come with a 40,000-lb rated 
rear suspension from Chalmers, 
with a Hendrickson offering to be 
introduced later this year.

The T370 is powered by Paccar 
PX-6 or PX-8 engines.  n

Kenworth offers new seats, regional T660 and 6x6 T370

LOUISVILLE, Ky. – Trucks, it 
seems, just keep getting safer. 
There was more evidence of that 
at this year’s Mid-America Truck-
ing Show, where Bendix unveiled 
a new generation of its Bendix 
Wingman collision mitigation sys-
tem and announced further pen-
etration of its Bendix ESP full-
stability system.

Bendix Wingman Advanced 
combines adaptive cruise con-
trol with braking intervention 
when required to avoid or less-
en the severity of an impending 
accident. The technology is built 
upon Bendix’s ESP full-stability 
system. Perhaps the biggest en-
hancement to the system is the 
braking intervention capabilities 

are “always on.” The first version 
of Bendix Wingman only offered 
braking intervention when the ve-
hicle was in cruise control.

“Bendix Wingman Advanced 
represents another step forward in 
commercial vehicle safety,” said 
Fred Andersky, Bendix director 
of marketing, controls. “Bendix 
continues to build on its com-
mitment to deliver cost-effective, 
active safety solutions that can 
positively impact ROI for fleets. 
Utilizing Bendix Wingman Ad-
vanced may help fleets and their 
drivers in the new CSA (Com-
pliance, Safety, Accountability)-
driven environment to maintain 
a strong safety performance and 
better scores, which, in turn, may 
help drive revenue, lower costs, 
and increase profitability.” 

Bendix Wingman Advanced 
features stationary object detec-
tion, preventing collisions with 
metal objects such as stalled cars, 
appliances or other road hazards. 
It does not detect wildlife or other 
non-metallic objects.

The stationary object detection 
capability issues only a warning 
– it does not take control of the 
vehicle. 

“Fleets and their drivers tell us 
this alert is especially helpful,” 
Andersky said. 

“We’ve all heard about situa-
tions involving trucks and stalled 
vehicles on the road and the re-
sulting consequences. Stationary 
object alerts may give the driver a 
head’s up, enabling him or her to 

Bendix advances Wingman, sees continued growth of full-stability systems
slow, change lanes, steer to avoid 
– or at least lessen the severity of 
– a potential collision.”

Bendix also announced its 
Trailer Remote Diagnostic Unit 
(TRDU) is now compatible with 
most trailer ABS systems, includ-
ing those from competitors. The 
new capability will help techni-
cians troubleshoot problems on 
virtually all their equipment.

“The Bendix TRDU has al-
ways been a helpful diagnostic 
tool that allowed technicians to 
quickly diagnose Bendix trailer 
ABS problems,” said Andersky. 
“By expanding the Bendix TRDU 
to non-Bendix trailer ABS sys-
tems, we’re helping increase tech-
nician efficiency and on-the-job 
ease. And we’re helping fleets and 
owner/operators keep trailers on 
the road delivering revenue.”

Bendix also announced its full-
stability ESP system has seen  
continued growth. Andersky said 
the Bendix ESP stability system 
has reached a market penetration 
of 13% in Classes 6-8 vehicles  
in 2010. More than 100,000  
units have now been delivered as 
the stability has burst onto the 
mainstream.

“2010 was a record-setting year 
for Bendix ESP in North America,” 
Andersky said. 

“Not only did penetration in-
crease, but we had our highest 
year of unit sales and met a ma-
jor milestone – exceeding 100,000 
Bendix ESP units delivered since 
its introduction in early 2005.” n
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. – Fuel efficiency 
is top of mind for truck buyers these 
days and Volvo Trucks North Amer-
ica had some very good news on that 
front at the Mid-America Trucking 
Show. The truck maker introduced 
powertrain enhancements and ad-
vanced aerodynamics for its VN 
highway series aimed at delivering 

an 8% improvement in fuel efficien-
cy over EPA07 engines – with addi-
tional gains possible through the use 
of new fleet management and driver 
development tools.  

Building on the fuel efficiency de-
livered by Volvo Trucks’ EPA2010 
solution with ‘No Re-gen’ SCR tech-
nology, Volvo introduced a new 455 

Freightliner offers new aerodynamic 
enhancements for Cascadia
LOUISVILLE, Ky. – Freightliner introduced aerodynamic enhancements to 
its Cascadia at the Mid-America Trucking Show that company officials say de-
liver up to 1.8% improvement in fuel economy over the current 72-inch raised 
roof aerodynamic model.

The enhancements include next generation chassis side fairings and 20-inch 
side extenders. These follow previously introduced enhancements to the roof 
deflector, chassis skirts, valence panel and bumper with closures. 

In addition to the aerodynamic enhancements, Freightliner also displayed 
additional options geared at delivering further fuel efficiency improvements, 
such as the Detroit Diesel  DD15 engine, direct drive transmission, a variable 
speed fan, and its RunSmart Predictive Cruise Control system.  n

LOUISVILLE, Ky. – Western 
Star has updated the interior for 
all of its truck models, including 

Daimler launches mobile parts and service app
LOUISVILLE, Ky. – Daimler Trucks North America has a new mobile ap-
plication for smartphones which allows drivers to access service locations, 
parts information and to connect to on-call breakdown assistance services.

Called TruckerNet, the application has a service location finder and parts 
specials. Drivers will also have the ability to access immediate breakdown 
service support with connections to the Excelerator breakdown assistance 
service through the app’s one-touch interface.

“The adoption of Web-enabled phones has skyrocketed in our industry 
over the last few years as everyone from owner/operators to fleet drivers 
look for better ways to share information and stay connected, “ says Daniel 
Haggerty, director of parts marketing for Daimler Trucks North America. 
“We’re leveraging that technology to help drivers on the road with better 
information and access to the parts and service they need.”

The TruckerNet smartphone app is available for iPhone through Apple’s 
iTunes App Store and for Android system phones at the Android Market. 

A version for RIM Blackberry systems is planned for release in the late 
spring. 

To download the mobile app, drivers can go to TruckerNet.com to down-
load the app directly to their desktop or directly to their smartphone by 
choosing their operating system or by downloading a QR code from the 
Web page. n

Volvo fighting high diesel pricing with 
8% fuel efficiency improvement

improved aero: Volvo says its new aero package and powertrain enhance-
ments can improve fuel efficiency by 8% over 2007 models.

the recently introduced 4700 mod-
el. The enhanced interior includes 
customizable compartments and 
shelving and brighter colour op-
tions.

“Based on feedback and custom-
er input, we’ve retained the tradi-
tional elements that our customers 
demand while providing more flex-
ibility, comfort and storage options 
to suit a variety of needs,” said 
John Tomlinson, product manag-
er, Western Star.

The new interior includes: a 
new interior door design, which 
the company claims includes the 
industry’s roomiest door pan-
els; more storage space with larg-
er cabinets and moveable sleep-
er shelving; colour choices such 
as smoky mountain grey, pacific 
forest green, maple leaf red and 
prairie buckskin to brighten up the 
sleeper; easy to clean vinyl roof 
panels have also been included in 
all interior option levels; and an 
electronics interface prep package 
with factory-installed mounting 
and power connections, enabling 
users to choose their own applica-
tions such as navigation systems 
and Bluetooth enabled cell phones.

The enhanced interior will be 
available in all Western Star trucks 
later this year. n

Western Star introduces enhanced interior

hp and 1,550/1,750 lb.-ft. torque 
rating for the Volvo D13 engine.  
The new rating complements Vol-
vo Trucks’ existing Eco-Torque and 
Dual-Torque ratings of 405, 425, 475 
and 500 hp, designed to maximize 
fuel economy by providing a driver-
intuitive algorithm that rewards fu-
el-efficient driving and encourages 
low rpm engine operation.

“Eco-Torque and Dual Torque rat-
ings take advantage of high-torque-
rise engine curves and take effect in 
the top two gears, where drivers in 
line-haul operations spend as much 
as 95% of their driving time,” said 
Ed Saxman, Volvo Trucks’ drive-
train product manager. “On de-
mand, engine torque will increase 
by 200 lb.-ft. – even 300 lb.-ft. in the 
case of the 425-hp engine – to allow 
the vehicle to remain in top gear on 
most grades.  Eco-Torque ratings al-
low full performance and fuel econ-
omy in the remaining gears, while 
Dual-Torque ratings are available 
to allow lower-rated transmissions 
to be used.”

Volvo Trucks also offers the Eco-
Torque ratings on both its D11 and 
D16 engines. 

Customers can also now achieve 
fuel savings through Volvo Trucks’ 
new Mass Based Variable Torque 

software that senses the gross com-
bination weight of the truck and ad-
justs the engine’s torque when the 
truck is lightly loaded.  

Volvo also unveiled new exterior 
components in the Fuel Enhance-
ment package offered on 2011 Volvo 
VN model trucks. These include re-
designed mirror heads with aerody-
namic shrouds and arms, redesigned 
hood mirrors that also increase vis-
ibility, new bumper and side fairings, 
and a newly designed bug deflector 
that reduces fuel efficiency degra-
dation. Volvo Trucks’ VN day cab 
models also now offer a more aero-
dynamic roof fairing and sun visor.

“The Fuel Enhancement package 
allows customers to optimize airflow 
around the cab, eliminating turbu-
lence during the transfer of air to the 
trailer and improving fuel efficien-
cy,” Volvo Trucks product manager 
Frank Bio said. 

Driver performance is a significant 
component of the fuel efficiency equa-
tion, so Volvo Trucks is also offering 
a new fuel management tool through 
Volvo Link that provides weekly re-
ports with driver and vehicle data. 
The fuel management tool also allows 
fleets to compare their results against 
similar fleets so they can benchmark 
their performance. n
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mats report

LOUISVILLE, Ky. – Great Dane 
has expanded the spec’s on its Com-
posite dry freight van to address the 
needs of specialty hauls, such as those 
in the beverage industry and others 
with frequent heavy floor loads. This 
new Heavy-Duty Bottom Rail (HBR) 
lightweight model includes new op-
tions that provide added protection 
and weight savings without sacrific-
ing strength and durability, the com-
pany claims. 

The new HBR option has a 21-inch 
high, one-piece aluminum extrusion 
that replaces the standard 11-inch bot-
tom rail and eliminates the need for a 
six-inch integral steel scuffband. 

This taller bottom rail adds rigidity 
to the trailer, reducing sidewall bulging 
and damage to composite walls. An 
added bonus is the ease of repair this 
design offers. Should the bottom rail 
be damaged, it can be repaired more 
easily than sidewall panels. 

The Composite HBR is also avail-
able in a lightweight package option 
designed specifically for heavy floor 
loaded operations that also require 
maximum gross payloads. 

This spec’s weight-saving features 
include a composite front wall, alumi-
num crossmembers, and lightweight 
side wall panels. For added durabil-
ity, this lightweight package is avail-
able with a heavy-duty 24,000-lb rat-
ed floor. 

The reduced maintenance afford-
ed by the Composite HBR’s durabil-
ity is further enhanced with the addi-

tion of CorroGuard with Technology 
by GatorHyde, Great Dane’s exclu-
sive spray-in-place thermoplastic elas-
tomeric coating applied to suspensions 
and landing gear that provides com-
plete coverage for long-term protec-
tion from road abrasion and corrosion. 

Lightwegiht flatbed

After years of development and exten-
sive field and lab testing, Great Dane 
Trailers launched its new MXP-120 all-
aluminum flatbed at the Mid-America 
Trucking Show.

The trailer offers weight savings to 
maximize payload versatility. 

Great Dane says the trailer’s all-alu-
minum construction eliminates the 
potential for corrosion found in steel 
and combination steel and aluminum 
models, meaning the MXP-120 can 
maintain a shiny, like-new image lon-
ger. Aluminum components have the 
added bonus of lowering costs due to 
the reduced maintenance required. 

The MXP-120 has two-piece bolted 
aluminum main beams, and like the 
popular GPL – the aluminum/steel 
combination platform – has extrud-
ed aluminum side rails, and an alu-
minum floor, rear assembly and cross-
members. 

Weight savings are inherent in this 
platform trailer. Particularly when 
equipped with aluminum wheels, the 
MXP-120 weighs about 1,000 lbs less 
than a comparable combo steel-alu-
minum unit. 

 Tested at 60,000-lbs concentrated in 

four feet and loads in excess of 120,000 
lbs uniformly distributed, the MXP-
120 underwent as many as six types 
of evaluations to prove its strength and 
durability. 

Customer testing of prototypes was 
also conducted with very favourable 
results, the company says. 

This platform trailer is offered in 
48-ft. and 53-ft. by 103-inch wide op-
tions. Standard specifications include a 
10-ft spread axle with air ride suspen-
sion, all LED lights, Grote’s Long Life 
Light System, and full-length built-in 
sliding winch tracks. 

Additional support options include 
12-inch center cross-member spacing 
and a coil package. Steel and alumi-
num wheels, and wide-base single tire 
options are offered as well.

Lighter reefer

Great Dane has also redesigned its 
Classic Truckload refrigerated trail-

er. Through engineering and test-
ing, weight was trimmed out of the 
Classic Truckload, while maintaining 
strength, the company announced. 

Its bonded roof construction reduc-
es weight while increasing durability 
and maintaining thermal efficiency 
through the lamination process. 

And its lighter, yet stronger lining is 
designed to withstand everyday opera-
tional wear and tear and protect cargo 
in the process. 

A computer-controlled urethane 
injection process insulates roof and 
sidewall components completely, but 
the addition of Great Dane’s Ther-
moGuard, thermoplastic liner, fur-
ther enhances the trailer’s efficien-
cy. Great Dane says that testing has 
shown that the thermoplastic liner 
maximizes the useful life of a trailer 
by significantly reducing the thermal 
degradation that occurs with conven-
tional reefer linings.  n

Great Dane delivers van improvements, lighter weight flatbed, reefer

opinion

In recent months, I’ve been writing 
about some of what I consider to be 
the most pressing issues facing the 
trucking industry. This month, my fo-
cus will be on the intrusion of govern-
ment, special interest groups and even 
trucking associations.

There are three sources of challeng-
es that come from government: politi-
cians; bureaucrats; and enforcement.

The politicians

We are now in the midst of another 
federal election - the fourth in seven 
years. This has cost a total of $1.2 bil-
lion in taxpayer dollars wasted over 
the seven years.

The politicians’ priorities are not saf-
er roads or an efficient transportation 
network. Their number one priority is 
to get elected and they do pretty much 
anything possible to do so.

They will preach and promise (if 
elected) to rebuild our aging infra-
structure, enhance our productivity, 
reduce our costs of operations, create 
new employment, reduce our debt, etc. 
making Canada a wonderful place to 
do business.

And after they are elected all those 
promises just fade away.

The bureaucrats

These people work for all levels of gov-
ernment. They don’t get replaced after 
an election; they make a life-long ca-
reer of implementing the elected gov-
ernments’ mandates.

Most of them are dealmakers. So 
the special interest groups and the oth-
er dealmakers line up to make a deal. 
The line is long and there are many 
things that are done to move up the 

line to make the deal. 
All these government bureaucrats 

are faced with the challenge of bud-
get deficits like never before. Make 
no mistake about it; the latest regime 
of legislation is about generating rev-
enue for the government. Get ready 
to open your wallet wider. You ain’t 
seen nothing yet.

Enforcement

Their job is to follow the marching or-
ders of the bureaucrats and politicians, 
especially when it comes to generating 
revenue for the governments.

Remember, when an owner/oper-
ator, driver or company owner from 
Nova Scotia gets a ticket while deliv-
ering goods on Vancouver Island, they 
often just pay the ticket. They just can’t 
justify taking a week off work and pay-
ing for airfare across the country to 
fight the ticket.

On one of my regular runs, I cross 
five government weigh stations and nu-
merous DoT, RCMP, city police and 
county police in one day of logbook 
reporting. How much more scrutiny 
can one truck driver endure in a day?

The worst is the spring training of 
RCMP, city police and DoT officers. 
You will see them in the spring at the 
weigh stations. Some of them tried 
to be an RCMP or police officer but 
could not make it. Now they are offi-
cially a DoT inspector. Look out, all 

unsuspecting professional truck driv-
ers and owners; they are now armed 
with a DoT badge, a CVSA inspector’s 
report booklet and a summons viola-
tion report. Don’t get me wrong, there 
are some awesome DoT and weigh sta-
tion officers who are a class act, but 
they have bosses who expect them to 
deliver on their expectations of bring-
ing in as much revenue as possible.

The special interest groups

What a bunch they are. They are well 
funded with lots of money to spread 
around and will do whatever it takes. 
Their agendas are plated in gold. They 
also know most of the bureaucrats on a 
first name basis. They know what they 
want and how to get it.

Most of these people have far too 
much impact on the regulations - espe-
cially HoS, EOBRs, speed limiters, fa-
tigue management, etc.  They haven’t a 
clue regarding this legislation, yet they 
play a major role in how the legislation 
will be drafted because of their influ-
ence and persuasions.

It’s not right, but it’s reality. Most of 
them don’t travel our highways and 
don’t give a hoot about road safety. 
They just want to push their agendas. 
Their goals are generally to discredit 
the trucking industry.

Trucking associations

There has been a lot of triumphant 
work that has come from very commit-
ted trucking associations and their rep-
resentatives nationwide over the years.

However, most recently, over the 
past couple of years there has been 
some negative and poorly thought out 
planning by some of them. 

Some of these regulations they have 
endorsed are having a negative impact 
on our industry.

These new regulatory changes are 
literally driving our best professional 
drivers right out of the industry. Most 
of the true professional veterans feel 
these regulatory changes have noth-
ing to do with safer roads, but rather 
control and manipulation of drivers 
and owners.

Drivers and owners want to know 
who will compensate them for the 
loss of available driving hours? Who 
will compensate them for the cost of 
EOBR installation? 

If I had a genie and three wishes 
granted to me, one of my wishes would 
be that all small fleets and owner/op-
erators would pay their share of dues 
so we could have the resources avail-
able to do something positive to dis-
rupt these changes before it’s too late. 
Time is running out.  With apathy run-
ning at an all-time high, I guess we get 
what we deserve.

I will be attending the Canadian 
Council of Motor Transport Admin-
istrators (CCMTA) meetings in Vic-
toria, B.C. in May to represent owner/
operators and small fleets. If anyone 
has a message for the CCMTA group, 
let me know so I can forward it on to 
them. Tell me what you think. Have 
you got any ideas, concerns or sugges-
tions? Let me know. n

Intrusions on our industry are coming from many places
Constructive 
Dialogue
Ron SingeR

– Ron Singer is owner of Ron 
Singer Truck Lines and a direc-
tor of the North American Truck-
er’s Guild. He can be reached at 
403-244- 4487 or by e-mail at  
ronsing@telus.net. 

lighter weight: Great Dane’s MXP-120 flatdeck is all-aluminum.
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oils & lubricants

By Ingrid Phaneuf
TORONTO, Ont. – With so many 
options for heavy-duty engine oils, 
including basic, semi-synthetic and 
full synthetic, it’s hard to know what 
really suits your needs the best. The 
answer, as usual, has everything to do 
with what they’re being used for and 
by whom.

For owner/operators, it’s the amount 
of elbow grease you’re willing to put 
into your truck that determines the 
kind of oil you feed its engine.

Just ask Stephen Large, an Alber-
ta-based owner/operator who made it 
into a certain well-known oil manufac-
turer’s Haul of Fame for getting over a 
million miles on his Cat engine using 
basic 15W-40.

“I’ve always used regular,”  says 
Large, who would rather change the 
oil on his 1990 Kenworth more fre-
quently than shell out extra for longer 
lasting synthetic. “The biggest reason 
I see for using synthetic oil is to extend 
drain intervals and I drain my oil out 
every 200 hours or 20,000 km, which-
ever comes first, to get the wear mate-
rials and contaminants out. Most peo-
ple who run synthetic are trying to get 
away with changing the oil less often.”

A conventional 15W-40 does the job 
for owner/operator Gord Cooper as 
well. Cooper owns an oilfield trucking 
business in Alberta and maintains the 
trucks himself.

“If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it,” says 
Cooper. “My preference is 15W-40 
for the engine, with regular changes, 
and I’ve been using the same oil for 30 
years and I’m happy with it.”

Ditto for Ron Singer Jr. who helps 
run his father’s gravel truck business 
out in Calgary. “We’re using older 
equipment so we run the regular oil 
package,” he says.

As for Mike “Motor” Rosenau, this 
O/O prefers to use conventional oil on 
his truck engine as well, but with a lit-
tle something extra.

“I’ve got 15W-40 in my engine, but I 
use a clean oil filter on it as well,” says 
Rosenau. “With the clean oil filtration 
system I get the same result as if I was 
running with synthetic, but it doesn’t 
cost as much. All I do is change the 
filters ever three months and take an 
oil sample at the same time. The in-
formation I’m getting back from the 
lab shows I don’t need to change the 
oil as often. I’ve been running for a 
year with the same oil in my engine.”

Rosenau says changing the filters 
regularly and sending out samples 
for lab analysis still costs way less 
than synthetic, even when you fac-
tor in the cost of the filtration system, 
which is roughly $800 to install. (Fil-
ters cost $20 each, changed every three 
months).

Owner/operators and team drivers 
Ron and Dawn Marie Pickles, running 
out of Red Deer, Alta. use a bypass fil-
ter system to keep the Cummins en-
gine on their 2006 Pete 379 running on 
15W-40 conventional with a minimum 
of oil changes.

“The  bypass  filter  system  costs 

about US$1,200 installed and we av-
erage about US$75 per filter change 
and sample,” says Dawn Marie, who 
crunches the numbers. You have to do 
a complete oil change after the initial 
10,000 miles and then only change the 
filters and sample every 10,000 miles 
after that. At the time we started this 
(bypass system) the quick oil chang-
es at Speedco were about US$225-
$250. So we saved about $175 every 
10,000 miles, and after about seven fil-
ter changes, we saved enough money 
to cover the initial purchase.”

Over the time the couple owned 
the truck, they performed another 63 
filter changes, which amounted to an 
approximate savings of about $9,800, 
according to Dawn Marie’s calcula-
tions, as well as reducing considerable 
time previously spent off road waiting 
for complete oil changes at the shop 
(the filter change only takes 20 min-
utes for Ron). 

“The last sample we took showed 
soot levels at the same levels they were 
in the first year we owned the truck,” 
Dawn Marie says. “That means there 
was very little engine wear occurring.”

Of course, the Pickles removed the 
filter system when they recently sold 
their truck and are now installing it 
on their new Pete, which includes a 
street legal 108.5-inch sleeper custom-
designed in Indiana. 

“Now we’re  just saving money,” 
says Ron, whose obviously very excit-
ed about the new truck. “And we sold 
the old truck for considerably more 
than what you would get on average 
for a truck that age, because of the by-
pass system and because we had the 
paperwork (the sample data) to prove 
the engine was in great shape.”

Fleets more receptive 
to synthetics

Of course, even owner/operators are 
willing to admit that their oil needs 
differ  substantially  from  those  of 
fleets when it comes to maintenance, 
so what’s good for the goose may not 
be exactly what’s good for the gander. 
Larger fleets may be more likely to run 
full or semi-synthetic. 

“We’re a large fleet, so we use semi-
synthetic in our engines,” says Chal-
lenger Motor Freight’s Chris Iveson, 
maintenance manager for the Cam-
bridge, Ont. operations. “But we only 
keep our trucks for three years.”

Challenger  trucks  easily  get 
50,000 kms on the same oil, says 
Iveson, “but sometimes we can run 
it out to 80,000 kms.” 

According to ongoing testing and 
the fleet’s number crunchers, that’s the 
best value for money the fleet can get, 
the maintenance manager says.

“Of course it all depends on the 
truck manufacturer’s recommenda-
tions, but using regular oil, doing the 
changes more often and all the down-
time that would involve would kill a 
fleet this size,” says Iveson.

Challenger owns and operates a 
fleet of 1,350 trucks, 150 of which are 
off the road at any given time, says Ive-

son. Still, the fleet makes sure to send 
oil samples out for regular testing just 
to make sure the engines are in good 
shape.

“We take samples and send them 
out for testing every time we do an oil 
change,” says the maintenance man-
ager. “But synthetic just doesn’t have 
to be changed as often. So we do the 
check every time a truck comes in for 
scheduled maintenance.” 

Basically, the semi-synthetic oil used 
in Challenger engines matches the life 
of the filters already installed on the 
trucks, says Iveson. 

“For us, it would be overdoing it to 
put full synthetic in. It would cost too 
much and we don’t need it.”

Still, there’s no lack of full synthetic 
fans out there, including Bison Trans-
port’s director of fleet assets, Itamar 
Levine.

Bison runs full synthetic in all of its 
1,050 tractors, according to Levine. 

“We’re unfortunate enough to be 
based out of Winnipeg, and we’ve got 
a number of tractors sitting out in the 
yard in the winter, so startability is a 
factor, and there’s a major difference 
in startability between engines using 
conventional oil and those using syn-
thetic,” he reasons.

In fact, Bison has been the test fleet 
of choice for a number of oil compa-
nies developing synthetic products. 

“Of course, another advantage 
with the synthetic oils is that we’re 
able to use them on our reefers and 
APUs,” he adds. “So as far as in-
ventory management goes, that just 
makes it easier.”

In short, the benefits far outweigh 
the costs, sums up Levine. “We also 
benefit from extended oil drain inter-
vals and of course that keeps more 
trucks on the road. Believe me, if the 
extra investment for synthetic weren’t 
worthwhile, we wouldn’t do it.” n

Choices, choices
When it comes to quality heavy-duty engine oils, 
there have never been more choices. 
But opinions still vary widely on what works best.

The importance of choosing the right lube
By Rick Muth

KALAMAZOO, Mich. – In today’s trucking industry more and more 
vehicles are being asked to operate efficiently over longer periods of time and 
significantly more miles than what was expected only a few years ago. One of 
the best value investments a fleet can make to successfully tackle these new 
challenges is the selection of proper lubricants. And the only proper lube is an 
approved lube. Lubrication suppliers invest huge amounts of time and money 
to harness the approvals. 

But it is well worth the investment because only an approved lube, regard-
less of supplier, is going to ensure that critical properties such as oxidation  
stability and shear stability – key performance criteria that separate an  
approved lube from a non-approved lube – are up to the challenge.

In the case of Eaton transmissions, that challenge must be met in operating 
environments that typically encounter temperature extremes as high as 250 
degrees F. Meanwhile that same transmission must continue to beat the heat 
for the life of the vehicle. 

Yet, and unfortunately, we in the Roadranger organization have seen an 
unsettling trend of late. As many as 70% of the lubricants now being used for 
servicing a heavy-duty transmission at recommended drain intervals are not 
approved and do not qualify for use in order to maintain a standard warranty 
or an extended warranty. 

While the ultimate consequence may bring about complete compo-
nent failure, the practice is also contributing to less than optimum vehicle  
performance, increased component wear, flawed shift performance, faulty 
synchronizer performance and potential noise complaints.

With most of the North American lube distributors having a wide portfo-
lio of products, many fleets are not even aware of the fact that they are using 
inferior lubricants.  

So the question is: With so many lubricant choices available, how does a fleet 
differentiate an approved lubricant from a non-approved lubricant? 

Performance specifications for lubricants are well documented by tier 
one suppliers like Eaton, Dana and others. Eaton’s PS 164 Rev 7 is the only  
approved specification for transmissions, and Dana’s SHAES 256 Rev C is the 
only approved spec’ for drive axles. 

Original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) are doing a great job in adher-
ing to these standards with 80% of Class 8 vehicles currently being filled with 
approved, extended drain lubricants. With OEMs willing to make the invest-
ment in a quality lubricant, chiefly because the risk of component failure is too 
great, it should naturally follow that the truck owner make the same investment. 

Failing to do so is simply not worth the gamble. n 

– Rick Muth is lubricants manager, Eaton Corporation and Roadranger 
Marketing.

DIVIDED DRIVERS: Not all engine oils are created equal, and the plethora of 
choices have left many truckers divided on which oil reigns supreme.   
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Chevron attacks semi-synthetic “buzz”
By John G. Smith

TAMPA, Fla. – The choice between oils often comes down to a matter of features 
and benefits. Mineral-based offerings tend to be cheaper than their synthetic coun-
terparts, while synthetics deliver added benefits such as improved cold-weather 
starts. Blends of the two are often presented as the best of both worlds. Chevron 
is going on the offensive against the growing “buzz” about the blended products, 
insisting that premium conventional oils will perform just as well. 

The arguments for semi-synthetics are “more about marketing and less about 
performance,” Chevron direct marketing specialist Jim Gambill said in a private 
briefing to Truck West during this year’s Technology and Maintenance Council 
meetings. While Chevron does not sell a blended product of its own, the company 
claims its Delo 400 LE 15W-40 outperforms leading semi-synthetics in a series 
of five recognized bench tests that measure factors such as the ability to protect 
against soot, deposits or oxidation. Successful field tests included the teardown of 
a DD15 engine after 400,000 miles of service and 70,000-mile oil drain intervals.

Gambill insists that the claims made by many suppliers of the blended prod-
ucts are unclear, while comparisons are often made against the lowest-possible 
tier of products. There is also the question of how much “synthetic” oil is even in 
a bottle. Manufacturers only need to submit the formulas for new engine tests if 
more than 30% of the mixture is synthetic.

 “Ask the questions. What is the performance I will see?” he said in a challenge 
to fleets. “Challenge your suppliers. It’s all about the data.” n 

Castrol introduces Elixion synthetic HDEO
TORONTO, Ont. – The newest member of 
the Castrol Heavy-Duty family of products has 
been introduced specifically to meet the indus-
try’s need for a superior-grade oil that delivers 
optimal performance in the most demanding of 
conditions, the company says. Elixion 5W-30 CJ-4 
is a full-synthetic diesel engine oil which delivers 
superior performance in both hot and cold ex-
tremes while allowing fleets and owner/operators 
to extend drain intervals and save on fuel costs,  
Castrol officials recently announced.

Elixion’s full-synthetic formula and stable vis-
cosity offers flexible drain intervals. This results 
in less maintenance, reduced labour costs and less downtime. Its low friction 
grade also produces a 3-4% fuel cost savings, the company claims. Castrol is 
confident enough in these fuel saving figures to print them on the product’s label.

In order to ensure reliable performance in all conditions, Elixion went 
through five years of rigorous testing in various different environments. The 
result is a formula that is able to protect engines at extreme temperatures. 
Elixion prevents excessive thickening or thinning that often comes with very 
high operating temperatures and its exceptional cold-start performance not 
only puts less stress on the engine but it improves battery life and starter mo-
tor life, the company claims. 

Elixion’s low volatility also allows for minimal oil consumption and reduced 
smoke and particulate emissions. This protects not only the engine but the envi-
ronment as well. Unlike conventional mineral oil formulas, Elixion was designed  
specifically to fight the shearing process that normally takes place in 
the engine. This shearing down causes a lubricant to lose its viscosi-
ty which, in turn, can lead to premature wear and tear and engine failure.  
Elixion’s advanced shear stability protects against permanent viscosity loss.

Elixion’s formula complies with all OEM spec’s. 
“We consulted with every major OEM to ensure the we not only met, but 

far exceeded their minimum requirements,” said Mark Pagnanelli, commer-
cial sales and marketing manager with Wakefield Canada. n

MONTREAL, Que. – Shell’s new-
est extended life coolant (ELC),  
designed to run more than 960,000 
kilometres without an extender, is 
now available in Canada.

The company announced at  
ExpoCam that its Shell Rotella  
Ultra ELC, introduced first in the 
US last August, can now be pur-
chased north of the border. 

“The inclusion of Shell Rotella Ul-
tra ELC in the coolant portfolio for 
Canada is an important part of the 
continued growth and development 
of the Shell Rotella product line,” 
said Mark Reed, global brand man-
ager for Shell Rotella. 

“This further strengthens our po-
sition as technology leaders by pro-
viding a diverse line of coolants and 
engine oil products that are designed 
to meet the challenges of today’s and 
future heavy-duty engines.”

The new coolant is nitrite-free, 
making it a good fit for the newest 
generation engines, which contain 
more aluminum parts that can be 
corroded by nitrite-containing cool-
ants, said Dan Beaudin, B2B direct 
marketing manager, fleets, with Shell 
Canada. 

He also noted the new coolant is 
ideal for hotter-running engines, in-
cluding those using exhaust gas recir-
culation (EGR).

While Rotella Ultra ELC will car-
ry a premium price, it will be recov-
ered over the life of the product, es-
pecially since the user doesn’t have 
to purchase an extender, Beaudin 
noted.

Some of the benefits of Rotella Ul-
tra ELC include enhanced oxidation 
control and corrosion protection of 
aluminum alloys and lead solder, as 
well as better elastomer compatibility 
with silicone seals, the company says. 

It’s available in two formulations: 
a ready-to-use pre-diluted 50/50 mix 
and a concentrate, which must first 
be mixed with demineralized water.

Rotella Ultra ELC rounds out 
Shell’s coolant line, which also in-
cludes Rotella ELC (providing pro-
tection for more than 960,000 with 
an extender required at 482,803 km) 
and Rotella Fully Formulated (pro-
viding protection for up to 402,336 
km, provided the user monitors and 
maintains SCA additive levels). For 
more info, visit www.rotella.ca. n

Shell brings ultra long-lasting coolant to Canada

SAN RAMON, Cal. – Chevron has 
come out with a new extended ser-
vice interval (ESI) grease that boasts 
improved performance while stretch-
ing service intervals to 30,000-35,000 
miles (48,000-56,000 kms).

Jim Gambill, manager of direct mar-
keting with Chevron, told Truck West 
that Delo Grease ESI was requested 
by customers who were enjoying ev-
er-lengthening heavy-duty engine oil 
change intervals and wanted to en-
joy the same benefits from a chassis 
grease.

“It’s the last cog in our extended 
service portfolio,” Gambill said. “Our 
customers actually pulled this one 
through. They really asked for this.”

Delo Grease ESI is non-synthetic, 
with improvements coming in the form 
of a premium base oil and the optimi-
zation of additive packages, Gambill 

explained.
“We think we have a great prod-

uct here that will meet those drain 
intervals without the added cost of a 
synthetic.”

With engine oil intervals being ex-
tended on the latest generation en-
gines, Chevron realized it was becom-
ing increasingly cumbersome for fleets 
to pull trucks in for chassis greasing ev-
ery 15,000 miles or so. The new grease 
has been extensively field-tested over 
an 18-month period and Gambill said 
as word of mouth spread, demand was 
so great that Chevron began selling its 
test stock to eager customers. 

In addition to the long service life, 
he said the new grease has proven to 
excel in the areas of: water washout; 
corrosion and wear resistance; high 
temperature stability; and load wear 
index. 

New Chevron Delo Grease ESI brings service intervals in line with those of HDEO
The new grease has also demon-

strated excellent pumpability in warm 
environments, making it ideal for ap-
plications utilizing a centralized greas-
ing system in a heated garage. Gambill 
admitted, however, that it may not be 
the best fit for Canada’s harsh winter 
weather. Instead, he recommended 
using Delo Grease ESI in the sum-
mer months and switching to an Arc-
tic grease like Delo Grease EP with 
an NLGI grade of one in the winter.

Fleets using Delo Grease ESI will 
achieve a quick payback, Gambill not-
ed, thanks to improved performance 
as well as reduced equipment down-
time for servicing. 

He pointed out fleets also get the 
peace of mind in knowing drivers are 
less likely to stop for service when 
away from the terminal, where they 
may not receive a compatible grease.

“For over the road trucking compa-
nies, it’s not just about the downtime, 
it’s also about the consistency of get-
ting the right grease in there,” Gambill 
pointed out. “If you have to re-lube at 
a service centre somewhere, you may 
not get the same grease that’s in there 
and it may not be compatible. There 
are risks when drivers are trying to 
manage this in the field.”

Chevron Delo ESI will be available 
in Canada and the US in late June. n 

No matter 
which hat 
you wear…

There’s 
strength in 
numbers.

Whether you’re an owner/operator, an affiliate or a friend 
of the Alberta construction trucking industry, become a 

member and make your voice heard with ACTA.

To find out more, visit 
www.myacta.ca
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TAMPA, Fla. – New North Amer-
ican trucks will soon be required to 
stop more quickly than ever before, 
but manufacturers seem ready to meet 
the revised rules with the help of larger 
brake components.

In general, updated Federal Motor 
Vehicle Safety Standards are reducing 
a 6x4 tractor’s allowable stopping dis-
tance by 30%, requiring most loaded 
tractors to drop from 60 mph to a com-
plete stop within 250 feet. Three-axle 
tractors with a Gross Vehicle Weight 
Rating of 59,600 lbs or less must meet 
the new rules by Aug. 1, while two-
axle designs and those with a GVWR 
above 59,600 lbs will face the shorter 
distances by Aug. 1, 2013.

The reduction in stopping distances 
is even more dramatic than it might 
appear, said Bulkmatic’s Dennis 
Talentowski, during a recent panel 
discussion with the Technology and 
Maintenance Council (TMC). 

“Most OEMs give you that 10% 
margin of error,” said the fleet main-
tenance director. That means the real 
stopping distances for a loaded trac-
tor is closer to 225 feet. Passenger cars 
need to stop within 214 feet.

“That’s a lot of mass trying to stop 
very quickly,” he adds. “Our tractors 
will be stopping almost as well as the 
cars do.”

From an equipment standpoint, 
standard brake packages used to meet 
the pending rules seem to include larg-
er brake linings, long-stroke brake 
chambers, and enhanced brake cams 
and bushings. 

It should be little surprise that big-
ger components can translate into 
heavier weights. Each package will 
vary, but Navistar engineering man-
ager Bernie LaBastide referred to one 
set-up with 16.5-inch friction material, 
Type 24 brake chambers and 5.5-inch 
slack adjusters that would add about 
95 lbs to a vehicle. 

“There is no one solution out there 
for every customer,” he said. Every 
trucker will have unique needs to be 
met, whether they focus on the initial 
cost of the components, brake life, 
maintenance needs or the ultimate 
weight.  

While regulators are focusing on 
tractors in this ruling, many sources 
at TMC questioned whether the ag-
gressive stopping power will lead to an 
imbalance in some braking systems, 
making it harder to keep a more lightly 
braked trailer in a straight line during 
a panic stop. At the very least, tractor 
brakes are expected to face some add-
ed stress because of their added work 
in every stop. 

Computer modeling shows that 
there will be added torsional stress on 
the front suspension, noted LaBastide. 
And Mark Green, Peterbilt’s senior 
project engineer, referred to the way 
that vehicles with a shorter wheelbase 
could expect more of the brake-related 
load to be transferred to the front axle.

Some of the added stress and 
weights appears to be addressed with 
upgraded fasteners. Most 3/4-inch 
bolts have been replaced with 5/8-inch 
designs, and in selected cases there are 
even more fasteners being used.

“In the future, if you try to move 
brakes across the truck or put an old 

Big change, bigger brakes
Manufacturers prepared for shorter stopping 
distances, but other changes are coming

brake on a new truck, you may have an 
issue with different fastener sizes,” not-
ed Anthony Moore, Daimler Trucks 
North America’s director of engineer-
ing responsible for brakes and pneu-
matics. “Don’t put 5/8-inch fasteners 
into 3/4-inch holes. That’s not going 
to work well for you.” 

Linings are being upgraded as well. 
“You’re going to get brand new lining 
material – nothing you’ve ever seen be-
fore,” Moore says. “There will be some 
combination of organic and semi-met 
linings we haven’t used in the past.”

And there will be no time to rest. 
The latest reduction in stopping dis-
tances is likely a sign of tighter restric-
tions to come.

The National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration (NHTSA) 
is actively researching a long list of 
technologies that could play a role in 
stopping vehicles. 

“The best way to know what’s com-
ing up in NHTSA rulemaking is to 
see what we’re doing in NHTSA re-
search,” said the organization’s Alrik 
Svenson. In terms of avoiding crashes 
or reducing their impact, that research 
has meant a closer look at different 
stability controls, forward collision 
warning devices, and lane departure 
systems designed to keep trucks from 
straying out of their lane. 

A focus on rear-end collisions in-
cludes research into equipment that 
warns about a pending forward crash, 
adaptive cruise control, “crash mitiga-
tion braking” that would automatically 
apply brakes, and other enhancements 
to the brakes. A uniquely Canadian 

rule has also caught the attention of 
US regulators who are studying our 
enhanced standards for stronger un-
der-ride guards.

All of that may pale in comparison 
to the US Department of Transporta-
tion’s research into the possibility of 
a “connected vehicle environment,” 
where vehicles speak to each other 
with 5.9 GHz wireless signals. “The 
system can give a driver advisory, a 
driver warning, or in the next gen-
eration actually take control of the 
vehicle, similar to stability systems,” 
Svenson says. That has the potential 
of addressing eight in every 10 crash-
es among motorists who are not im-
paired. “There’s been a considerable 
amount of work being done on the 
light vehicle side,” he adds.

In the midst of it all, there will be 
a need to offset the changes that are 
introduced to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions – creating brake-related 
challenges on their own. As rolling 
resistance is reduced in the name of 
fuel economy, for example, stopping 
power will need to be adjusted.

“Anything that lowers the roll-
ing resistance will increase the effort 
that has to be generated somewhere,” 
Moore explains. “We’re going to have 

to, correspondingly, somehow, im-
prove the braking capabilities of the 
vehicle.”

The design of a tire’s tread, the re-
lated material, carcass design, inflation 
pressures and profile all have a role 
to play in stopping distance. Harder, 
high-mileage tires may present a prob-
lem when trying to build systems that 
meet the new rules.

“Heavy-duty truck tires are cur-
rently a bit of a wild card,” explained 
Vince Lindley, director of warranty, 
quality and reliability for Volvo Trucks 
North America. “There is currently 
no industry standard traction rating.” 

Yet another factor could add to 
the strain on brake components. The 
growing interest in stability control 
systems could also require brakes to 
be applied during a larger percent-
age of their time on the road. “That 
will increase the work we put into the 
brakes,” Moore says.

Think that’s the end of it? Don’t for-
get other environmental regulations. 
Pushes to eliminate the copper in 
brake linings will likely lead to further 
changes in the lining materials used in 
the next five to 10 years, Moore adds.

It appears that regulators show no 
sign of slowing down. n 

BRAKES

LOUISVILLE, Ky. – Bendix and 
Meritor introduced at the Mid-
America Trucking Show enhanced 
drum brakes that will comply with 
impending new stopping distance 
requirements. Bendix Spicer Foun-
dation Brake (BSFB) came out 
with a high-performance extend-
ed service drum brake, designed 
to meet impending new stopping 
distance requirements set to take 
effect in August.

The new requirement, FMVSS 
121, will essentially require trac-
tor-trailers to stop 30% shorter 
than today’s norm. The new drum 
brake is a higher performing ver-
sion of Bendix’s popular Single 
Anchor Pin ES (Extended Ser-
vice) brake and it will be phased 
in before the new requirements go 
into effect, Bendix announced at 
the Mid-America Trucking Show.

The new brake will feature a 
larger, 24-inch chamber which 
Gary Ganaway, director of the 
foundation brake group said “al-
lows us to put more force into the 
brake.” The larger brake, Gan-
away explained, allows for better 

Brake suppliers come out with compliant drums
heat distribution and greater stop-
ping power on the steer axle. And 
bronze bushings offer greater du-
rability than plastic bushings, Ga-
naway added. Also new are pre-
cision cams that improve brake 
geometry and improve overall 
braking performance, the company 
announced.

“We developed our new high-
performance drum brake to give 
customers the best possible option 
for complying with the NHTSA re-
quirements, as well as economical 
cost of ownership,” said Ganaway. 

The other option for meeting 
new stopping distance require-
ments is the use of disc brakes. 
Ganaway said air disc brakes are 
finally catching on with fleets. De-
mand surged 120% between 2008 
and 2009 and is expected to grow 
another 60% between 2010 and 
2011, Ganaway noted.

“Our recommendation to fleets 
has been that as they spec’ new 
equipment, to try air disc brakes,” 
he noted. “At the end of the day 
there’s a value proposition that has 
to be met and it’s best to let fleets 

decide for themselves…as fleets 
try the technology, they like it in 
increasing numbers. It has proven 
to be reliable and they have come 
back.”

Ganaway noted Bendix is tri-
pling its production capacity in an-
ticipation of further demand.

Meanwhile, Meritor was at the 
Mid-America Trucking Show, 
showcasing improvements to its Q 
Plus brake to offer fleets a cost-
effective solution to meeting the 
new rules. 

“Meritor’s Q Plus Brakes deliv-
er improved stopping performance 
with the same high quality, durable 
braking system and trusted parts 
availability our customers have 
come to expect from Meritor,” said 
Joe Plomin, vice-president, trucks, 
Meritor. 

“Most importantly, this is a sig-
nificant improvement in the safe-
ty of our customer’s trucks. The 
new Q Plus brake designed for the 
reduced stopping regulation stops 
within feet of any air disc brake to 
deliver excellent safety at a much 
lower acquisition cost.” n

there when you need them: Truckers and motorists alike will benefit from 
the improved stopping capabilities of heavy-duty trucks. 

Technical
Report
John g. sMith
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In the age of unlimited competition, 
we can agree that having the right 
parts is the first step in providing 
quality services. Therefore, many 
owner-operators and fleet managers 
turn to well-recognized brands that 
provide high quality products with 
high price tags. In the tire industry, 
it is no different. Many companies 
purchase tires manufactured by the 
top three companies despite high 
prices without considering purchas-
ing other brands, simply because of  
the perception that the other brands 
are manufactured by overseas  
companies with low technology to 
make them cheap. Certainly, the 
perception is justifiable to some 
brands, but not to Hankook.  
Here is why: 

Fact : Hankook Tire is a global 
company, not an overseas company.

Maybe you did not know this, but 
Hankook Tire is one of  the largest  
tire manufacturers in the world. In 
fact, Hankook Tire is the 7th largest  
tire manufacturer in the world with 
one of  the fastest growth rates in the 
industry*.  With great success and 
satisfied customers all around the 
world, the company has grown and 
transformed itself  over the years. 
Hankook Tire now has more than 20 
offices globally, multiple state-of-the-
art manufacturing facilities and several 
technical centres on every major con-
tinent including in the U.S., Germany, 
Korea, Japan and China.  With a 
global network that stretches from 
Seoul to Toronto to Moscow, it is true 
that Hankook is a global company, not 
an off-shore tire company.  Hankook 
products are premium imports devel-
oped to exceed the expectations of  
consumers.
* Modern Tire Dealer, 2008

Fact : Hankook Tires are pro-
duced with innovative technology.

Grouped with energetic, smart and 
consumer-oriented engineers,  
Hankook Tire continuously re-invests 
approximately 5% of  its revenue  
into Research and Development. At 
the Akron Technical Center of  Ohio, 
energetic and dedicated engineers 
develop tires that reflect the weather, 
road and drivers of  North America. 
The dedication and effort in advanc-
ing tires has been noticed from several 
highly respected organizations.

First, Hankook Tire is the original 
equipment tire supplier to Interna-
tional Trucks and I.C.  School Buses 
on drive and steer positions. The tires 
meet and exceed the requirements 
of  the highly respected company and 
continue to satisfy drivers and fleets in 
North America.  Secondly,  Hankook 
Tire has been recognized by the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency  
and received EPA SmartWay  
certification on three truck and bus 
tires for reduced rolling resistance that 
creates a smaller carbon footprint. 
The recently launched AL07+ steer 
tire, top-seller Z35a drive tire and 
advanced TL01 trailer tire provide 
reduced rolling resistance of  3% or 
more to meet SmartWay standards. 
The certified Hankook tires provide 
improved fuel economy and reduced 
costs to drivers and fleet managers.  

Fact : Hankook medium truck tires 
are available at your local dealer.

With thousands of  dealers across 
Canada, Hankook truck and bus tires 
are available at your local dealer 
to help you earn more value for 
your purchase. From the ports of 
Vancouver to the lumber mills in 
the Maritimes, the dealers are proud 
to sell Hankook products and they 
are widely available. In addition, 
the new large distribution centre in 
Ontario can service Ontario fleets 
directly and help you to reduce 
costs, which will help your fleet in   
For further information, please 
contact Hankook Tire Canada 
Corp., at 1 800 843 7709.

So, how do you spell tires with high 
value?   H-A-N-K-O-O-K

focuses on providing innovative  
products that are high in quality.  
And the company’s effort has been 
recognized and certified. But did  
you know the tires provide excellent 
value to consumers? Hankook tires  
are very cost effective in comparison 
with comparable quality products  
and have been well-recognized for 
their value. Call your local dealer  
today to find out how much you can 
save with Hankook products and  
how they can deliver better value.  
The news you hear about the price, 
quality and value of  Hankook Tires 
will be some of  the best news you  
will hear in 2009. 
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HOW DO YOU SPELL TIRES WITH HIGH VALUE?
H-A-N-K-O-O-K

In addition, Hankook focuses on 
improving fuel efficiency and lowering 
the rolling resistance of  current  
and future products with an annual 
investment of  $19 million on R&D to 
make more environmentally-friendly 
products that reduce the operating 
costs of  O-Os and fleets. Certainly,  
you will hear about additional  
Hankook products being certified  
for the SmartWay Program.

Fact : Hankook Tires provide 
tremendous value to the consumer.

You now know the Hankook products 
are made by a global company that  

A D V E R T I S E M E N T
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Take the direct route to liquidity
Accelerate your cash flow with Accord Financial.  We can provide facilities of

up to $10 million, converting your accounts receivable into cash. 
In conjunction with accounts receivable financing, if you have an unencumbered fleet, 
we can provide fast, flexible re-financing to get you on the road to business liquidity.

For over thirty years, Accord has delivered flexible financing solutions,
timely receivable purchase programs and receivables management 

services to keep transportation moving throughout Canada and the U.S.

Let’s talk.  It’s how great relationships begin.

Call Rod Matheson at 1 800 231 2977 x 4243  or email Rmatheson@accordfinancial.com       www.accordfinancial.com

TruckNews-Accord-afic.indd   1 11-03-15   9:49 AM

oem/dealer News

Cummins offers 24/7 customer support 
with expanded Cummins Care program
COLUMBUS, Ind. – Cummins will be offering 24/7 customer assistance 
through its Cummins Care program starting in July. 

The new program is the latest addition to the operation located at the 
new Cummins Customer Support Center in Nashville, Tenn. The 25,000 
sq.-ft facility employs 110 specialists trained to answer questions and assist 
customers with finding the nearest authorized service location. 

“Cummins knows that reliability and uptime are critical to our cus-
tomers’ success, and we strive to provide dependable service support 
when they need us most,” said Jim Schacht, executive director of Cummins 
Business Services. “We can then help customers find the nearest location 
that is available to work on the product. Understanding and identifying 
this scheduling availability of the location increases customer uptime and 
satisfaction.” 

Officials say the Nashville-based team is also prepared to answer all 
operational questions on topics such as fuel and oil specifications and 
maintenance intervals. Customers can call the existing customer service 
line at 800-DIESELS. n

By James Menzies
FORT MILL, S.C. – Continental 
Tire has announced a major foray 
into retreading, which will offer re-
treads of each of its tread designs 
and offer a complete life-cycle tire 
solution for fleets.

The company announced its new 
business unit, dubbed ContiLifeCy-
cle, will provide retreads that exactly 
mirror the company’s line of new tires. 

Continental has purchased a re-
tread plant in Morelia, Mexico that’s 
capable of churning out a half mil-
lion flat treads per year. Its capacity 
will be expanded to produce a mil-
lion flat retreads per year by 2015, 
announced Paul Williams, Conti-
nental’s vice-president for commer-
cial vehicle tires.

With the major expansion of its 
retread activities, Williams said 
Continental is “the first major tire 
manufacturer in the US to offer re-
treads without having to buy some-
one else’s legacy. Because we don’t 
have a history with another orga-
nization, we can start from scratch 
and come at it from a new and inno-
vative approach, ensuring we devel-
op our products completely in line 
with our new tires.”

Customers will now have the abil-
ity to choose the new tire that best 
meets their needs and then continue 
to enjoy the same benefits and per-
formance right through multiple re-
treads, Williams explained.

“Every ContiLifeCycle product is 
going to exactly match our new tires 
in terms of design, performance and 

compound. Every characteristic 
we put into our new tires will run 
straight into our retreads,” he said. 
“It seemed amazing, you’d go to a 
fleet and sell them on the HDL Eco 
being the best drive tire but because 
we didn’t have a retread solution, 
dealers would have to come in after 
us when the tread is worn down and 
sell them some other application on 
some other retread that looks noth-
ing like the tire they sold them in 
the first place.”

Now, customers that use an HDL 
Eco drive tire will be able to retread 
it with the exact same tread design, 
the company notes.

“There is no need for them to 
ever make another choice in terms 
of what they want. We don’t even 
change the product names,” Wil-
liams explained. 

Even prior to announcing the 
new program, Williams said interest 
among fleets has been “staggering.”

“Even before we made this official 
announcement, we’ve been getting 
lots and lots of calls,” he said. “Even-
tually, we will span coast to coast 
across North America with the ability 
to sell new tires and the retreads pro-
duced in our Morelia, Mexico facility 
with the ability to reach out and touch 
every fleet in the US and Canada with 
a distribution network that can meet 
their needs for a full ContiLifeCycle  
solution.”

Williams said Continental is now 
seeking partners from across North 
America to develop its ContiLife-
Cycle distribution network.  n

BBTS encourages fleets to ‘retread instead’
MUSCATINE, Iowa – With tire prices on the rise, Bridgestone Bandag 
Tire Solutions (BBTS) has launched a new campaign to encourage fleets 
to ‘retread instead.’

The new campaign urges fleets to extend their casing age limits by re-
treading and highlights some carrier success stories. Crete Carrier Corp, for  
instance, has extended its casing life from five to seven years by retreading, 
says Mike Bice, tire program manager with the US fleet.

“We’ve been tweaking our tire program for about five years, trying to find a 
casing age limit that provided the best return on investment for our fleet. We 
spent a lot of time diagnosing our scrap pile. From the data we gathered, we 
determined that our casing age limit should be seven years,” he said.

Chris Ripani, director of marketing, strategic brands and channels, 
says there is tight supply of new tires in the market, making retreading a 
logical solution.

“Fleets who now retread are extending their age limits to realize the 
most value from the casings they own,” he said. “We’ve also seen fleets 
return to retreading, or perhaps evaluate retreads for the very first time, as 
a strategy to maximize their tire programs and keep their trucks rolling.”

For more information on the campaign, visit www.retreadinstead.com. n

Continental launches retread initiative

Backlog for Class 8 
trucks nears 
100,000 units
COLUMBUS, Ind. – As the Class 
8 truck market continues to heat up, 
the North American backlog has 
now reached nearly 100,000 units.

Net orders for Class 8 vehicles 
reached 24,300 units in February, 
pushing the backlog to nearly six fig-
ures. One year ago, the backlog was 
just over 44,000 units, according to 
ACT Research Company. The in-
dustry researcher and forecaster says 
the numbers are a reflection of strong 
Class 8 demand as the economy con-
tinues to improve. Class 8 orders over 
the past few months are being booked 
at a rate that exceeds 300,000 units 
when annualized, ACT notes.

“The uptick in orders continues to 
restock industry backlogs, setting the 
stage for significant production increas-
es as we move through 2011,” said ACT 
senior partner Ken Vieth. n

inthinc adds second 
Calgary facility
CALGARY, Alta. – Global tele-
matics company inthinc Technology 
Solutions has expanded its Canadian 
presence with the opening of a new 
operations centre in Calgary.

The new facility is the second in-
thinc has opened in Canada in the 
past year. The new office will pri-
marily be used for hardware pro-
duction and service and will al-
low the company to keep up with 
growing demand from the Canadian 
market, the company said.

“Our Canadian customer base 
has grown by nearly 50% over the 
past two years,” said Todd Follmer, 
CEO of inthinc. “This new facility 
in Calgary will enable better access 
to our Canadian customers, elimi-
nate delivery delays due to interna-
tional shipping processes, and pro-
vide an infrastructure to maintain 
growing demand in this region for 
years to come.” n

in the game: Continental is now offering its own retreads, which gives the 
provider a more comprehensive product line for Canadian fleets.
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vocational trucks

By James Menzies
LAS VEGAS, Nev. – Caterpillar 
has taken the wraps off a stunning 
new Class 8 truck that will be suit-
able for a full range of vocations.

The set-back axle (SBA) Cat-
erpillar CT660 was unveiled to 
industry journalists prior to Con-
expo-Con/Agg in March and sur-
prisingly, it was painted viper red, 
a departure from Caterpillar’s 
trademark yellow and black. 

The new truck was also signif-
icantly different in appearance 
than the International PayStar it 
was based on, or what Caterpil-
lar officials referred to as simply 
the “donor truck.”

“To say everything above the 
frame rail is new is a fair state-
ment,” said Gary Blood, product 
manager, vocational trucks. “There 
is very little carryover inside the 
interior. We even did things like, 
we didn’t like how the window lift 
worked, so there are now two win-
dow lifts per door.”

Attention to detail was the 
theme during the CT660’s design 
process, which included heavy 
consultation with customers, a 
process Cat dubbed “voice of cus-
tomer.” Cat wasn’t afraid to devi-
ate from industry norms with its 
debut model. The tired wood grain 
paneling so often found in truck 
interiors has been replaced with 
brushed aluminum accents, giving 
the dash a modern, high-end look. 
Cat also integrated the speedome-
ter and the tach into a single gauge 
to better utilize dash space.

“We asked drivers and we con-
sistently heard that when driving 
through town and when in traf-
fic, they look at the speedometer. 
They usually shift by ear, so they 
don’t look at the tachometer unless 
they’re doing something with the 
PTO,” Blood reasoned. 

The glove box has been replaced 
with a removable storage bin. And 
drivers of all sizes will find a com-
fortable place to rest their left el-
bow: a folding armrest, the door 
handle or for taller drivers, the win-
dow sill.

The CT660’s exterior is equally 
unique. It has a three-piece stain-
less steel bumper that’s easy to re-
pair. The end pieces will bend back 
180-degrees before causing damage 
to the centre section. Composite 
plastic fender sections are damage-
resistant and easy to replace. The 
hood consists of five sections in  
total, so repairs can be made cost-
effectively. 

The honeycomb grille is framed 
by a stylish three-piece stainless 
grille surround. The cab is alumi-
num, saving about 250 lbs com-
pared to steel, Blood noted, and 
the sloped hood affords excellent 
visibility. Visibility is further en-
hanced with optional convex mir-
rors over the doors, which were fa-
voured over a Fresnel lens inside 
the door, which can fill with water 
or become obstructed by items in-
side the cab. Cat officials also said 
the CT660 offers a best in class 
turning radius.

“We have touched every panel 
on this cab. It is not the same cab 
the parent donor started out with,” 
Blood said. Cat even changed how 

the mirrors were mounted onto the 
A-pillars and improved accessibil-
ity to the doghouse panel as it Cat-
erpillarized the CT660. Even the 
door handles received some spe-
cial attention in the form of non-
slip surface material. Current de-
signs were “just not functional,” 
Blood said. “If I’m up in Alberta 
and I have a big glove on, I want 
to be able to reach up there, shake 
hands with that thing and pull that 
door open.”

Improved door seals and a stan-
dard enhanced insulation package 
make the cab super quiet, Cat of-
ficials insisted, although the truck 
hasn’t yet been made available for 
road tests. 

Under the hood is a yellow-paint-
ed International MaxxForce 11 or 
13, rebadged the Cat CT11 and 
CT13 respectively, with a CT15 to 
come later. That CT15, ironically, 
will be based on the MaxxForce 15, 
which was based on the Cat C15. 
Talk about coming full circle.

Subtle engineering enhance-
ments have been made to make 
the engines a true Caterpillar, but 
Blood admitted the engines them-
selves are not much of a depar-
ture from the International base 
engines.

The engines will use advanced 
EGR and will come with power 
ratings ranging from 330 to 550 
hp (once the CT15 is brought on-
line) and torque ratings from 1,450 
to 1,850 lb.-ft. 

Blood noted the torque and 
horsepower ratings, fuel maps 
and the like have all been de-
signed specifically for vocational 
applications, to provide the opti-
mum horsepower/torque combina-
tions. Features of the CT engines 
include: fractured main caps and 
rod caps; a lightweight compacted 
graphite iron (CGI) cylinder block; 
and Navistar’s common rail fuel 
injection technology with a multi-
shot injection strategy. In addi-
tion to being lightweight, Blood 
said the CGI block reduces noise 
by 30%. The engines boast a B50 
life of 1.2 million miles, meaning 
about half of them will hit the 1.2 
million mile mark without need-
ing significant work. 

The truck will be available with 
a wide range of manual and auto-
mated transmissions, but Cat’s own 
CX31 will be a notable option. The 

fully automatic transmission has six 
forward speeds and one reverse 
gear. It has been widely used in oth-
er markets since 2004 and offers 
customers the convenience of one-
stop servicing of the entire vehicle 
through Cat dealers. A full line of 
Eaton manuals and the Eaton Ul-
traShift Plus automated manual 

Navistar upgrades International WorkStar
LAS VEGAS, Nev. – Navistar unveiled 
improvements to its International Work-
Star severe-service trucks at the Conex-
po-Con/Agg construction industry trade 
show. New to the WorkStar is a high-visi-
bility sloped hood option and a complete-
ly new interior with improved ergonomics 
and driver comfort enhancements, the 
company announced.

“With the new sloped hood, Work-
Star is now available in a comprehen-
sive range of specifications to meet the 
diverse needs of our vocational truck cus-
tomers,” said Jim Hebe, Navistar’s senior 
vice-president, North American sales op-
erations. “Together with the improved 
visibility and interior enhancements, the 
WorkStar provides an added level of comfort and convenience that allows these 
vocational truck drivers to do their jobs safely and effectively.”

International also borrowed a strong vocational “mega-bracket” from its 
PayStar 5900 Set-Back Axle (SBA) and applied it to the WorkStar, to provide 
more radiator and front-end support.

Key features for the International WorkStar 7600 with sloped hood 
are: 113-inch BBC for excellent maneuverability; best-in-class visibility; 
150,000-lb tow hooks; availability in 4x2 and 6x4 axle configurations; and 
availability for REPTO and transmission-mounted PTO applications. 

New interior features include: easy-to-read ivory gauges or chrome bezel black 
gauges on the instrument panel; rosewood trim on the dash; an ergonomic cen-
ter panel for easy access to switches; hands-on steering wheel controls; easy to 
clean floor mats; and a new back wall pocket for additional storage.

“From our no-hassle MaxxForce Advanced EGR emissions technology and 
new products like the TerraStar and TerraStar 4x4 to the integration of Con-
tinental Mixers, we continue to focus on meeting the needs of construction 
customers,” Hebe said. “We are committed to delivering innovative, best-in-
class products that move the construction market forward.” n

ready to work: Internation-
al showcased improvements to its 
WorkStar at Conexpo-Con/Agg.

Caterpillar unveils much anticipated vocational truck
transmission are also available.

Caterpillar will begin taking or-
ders for the CT660 this month and 
will commence production in May 
with initial deliveries to begin in 
July. The CT15 will be available in 
the first quarter of 2012, and Cat 
has already announced a set-for-
ward axle CT680 will be the next 
member of the truck family, avail-
able in the first quarter of 2013. 

The CT660 is “Not a one trick 
pony,” stressed George Taylor, di-
rector of Cat’s on-highway truck 
group. “We’re going to have a full 
line of vocational trucks, custom-
izable to what the customers need 
them to do.”

Pricing for the CT660 is not yet 
available – and will depend largely 
on the specifications – but it will 
be priced like a premium product. 

That did not worry Cat dealers 
who were on-hand at the event, who 
said they are used to selling premi-
um-priced equipment. Ed Cullen, 
strategy and dealer development 
manager of Caterpillar’s on-high-
way truck group, said more than 
100 committed orders had already 
been placed by customers who had 
not yet seen the final product or 
been quoted a price.

Kerry Miller, truck business 
manager of US Cat dealer Carter 
Machinery confirmed he had al-
ready sold six trucks himself.

“The customer said ‘Here’s my 
spec’, build me a Cat truck’,” Miller 
said. 

The CT660 will be sold through 
54 Canadian and American Cat 
dealerships and supported by a 
network of more than 400 North 
American service locations. The 
truck will be built at Navistar’s 
Garland, Texas assembly plant. n

head turner: A three-piece stainless grille surround gives the CT660 a 
distinctive look.

peek inside: The interior of the 
CT660 boasts sleek automotive styling, 
featuring brushed aluminum accents.
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By Paul Hartley
LAS VEGAS, Nev. – A (truck-
ing) tool for every job. That was 
the theme of a recent Freightlin-
er press event in which the com-
pany introduced two trucks and 
proclaimed its recommitment to 
the diverse and sometimes com-
plex vocational marketplace. 

The new models, 108SD and 
114SD set-back axle – the num-
bers indicate bumper-to-back-of-
cab (BBC) measurements – expand 
Freightliner’s severe-duty (SD) fami-
ly from two to four vehicles. (A Coro-
nado SD was introduced in 2009 and 
a 114SD set-forward-axle was intro-
duced earlier this year). 

The additional iron will enable 
Freightliner to serve a full range 
of Classes 7 and 8 vocational mar-
ket segments, from construction to 
logging, municipal to utilities and  
refuse. It was not coincidental that 
the company’s event was held in 
Las Vegas on the eve of the mas-
sive Conexpo-Con/Agg show, North 
America’s largest trade show for the 
construction industry. 

Of course, Freightliner has offered 
vocational products in the past, with 
varying degrees of success. During the 
late 1980s, the company began selling 
a steel cab version of its FLC model. 
A few years later, it introduced a FLD 
112SD and FLD 120SD, both adap-
tations of better selling, and similarly 
named, on-highway models. 

The manufacturer purchased Ford’s 
heavy truck line in the late 1990s and 

renamed it Sterling, hoping to capi-
talize on the blue oval’s popularity 
among vocational buyers, especially 
governmental agencies. That effort 
fell short of expectations, however, 
and Daimler Trucks North America 
pulled the corporate plug in late 2008, 
as the US economy headed for reces-
sion and more stringent emissions re-
quirements loomed on the horizon. 

Company officials were determined 
to get back in the game, though. 

“When these decisions were made, 
we committed to return to the mar-
ket with a complete product portfolio 
that would close the gap left by Ster-
ling’s exit,” said David Hames, gener-
al manager of marketing and strategy 
for DTNA.

The reintroduction of Freightlin-
er’s SD designation began in late 
2009, when the company rolled out 
the Coronado SD. 

It featured a durable fiberglass 
hood, impact-absorbing fenders, im-
proved forward lighting and a new 
single air filter that reportedly of-
fered better filtration. 

The cab doors, composed of an 
aluminum outer shell and steel in-
ner reinforcement, were said to be 
more rugged than those found on the 
truck’s on-highway sibling.

In January, the company pub-
licly doubled its SD lineup when 
it launched the 114SD set-forward 
axle. Company officials said this 
truck was intended to fill a gap 
in Freightliner’s product line be-
tween the M2 series, from which it 

borrowed a cab, and the Corona-
do SD, from which it borrowed a 
chassis. The truck’s extra two inches 
of BBC, relative to that of the M2 
112, was designed to provide enough 
spacing between front and rear ax-
les to meet certain states’ bridge 
laws. The front axle, with weight 
ratings up to 23,000 lbs, was avail-
able in one of two positions: 29.5 
inches or 31 inches (measured from 
the bumper). 

The standard engine was a Detroit 
Diesel DD13 (rated at 350 hp and 
1,350 lb.-ft. of torque). A 450-hp rat-
ing was optional. Later in the year, 
company officials said, buyers could 
choose from an 8.9-litre Cummins ISL 
(with ratings up to 350 hp) or the light-
er 8.3-litre Cummins ISC.

The most recent SD “family” ex-
pansion includes all previously an-
nounced features and adds greater 
vehicular selection to the mix. Now 
the 114SD is available in a set-back 
axle configuration – 48 inches from 
the front bumper is standard – and a 
new model, the 108SD, fills out the 
lighter end of Freightliner’s severe-
duty spectrum. 

A broad range of options and 
customizing choices define the 
SD product line-up. These include 
front frame extensions, radiator-
mounted grilles, hood hatches, 
front and rear engine power-take-
offs, body specific chassis layouts 
and a wide assortment of suspen-
sion and powertrain choices, in-
cluding alternative-fuel engines 

that run on compressed or lique-
fied natural gas. 

The 108SD can be built with front 
axle ratings from 10,000 to 20,000 
lbs, and single or tandem rear ax-
les from 21,000 to 46,000 lbs. It will 
sport Cummins ISB or ISC engines 
(from 200 to 350 hp and 520 to 1,000 
lb.-ft. of torque). Buyers can also 
choose from a day cab, extended cab 
or crew cab. The 108SD is intended 
for work in government, refuse, con-
struction and utilities applications. 
GVW ranges from 31,000 lbs to 
66,000 lbs. This particular unit will 
begin production in the late fourth 
quarter of 2011, about the same time 
as the 114SD set-back axle. The set-
forward 114SD is available now.

The breadth of SD versatility was 
on display at the pre-ConExpo event 
in mid-March. Freightliner officials 
had set up a cone-studded obstacle 
course of tight switchbacks, swoop-
ing turns and straight acceleration 
lanes. Attending journalists were 
invited to drive, or ride in, any of 
eight rigs built as snowplows, dump 
trucks, cement mixers and munic-
ipal drain cleaners (affectionately 
referred to as “super suckers”). Ev-
eryone seemed quite impressed with 
the fleet’s maneuverability, handling 
and performance.

One 114SD set-forward axle fitted 
with a crane was stationary, but me-
dia members were encouraged to play 
with the joystick-operated boom and 
experience the apparently seamless 
communication between truck and 
body equipment controls. 

Freightliner officials attribute this 
integration to the company’s propri-
etary SmartPlex multiplex electrical 
system, which is said to simplify and 
enhance the connections required by 
body manufacturers. 

Throughout the event in Las Ve-
gas, executives expressed their com-
mitment to the vocational market 
and their interest in building trucks 
that precisely meet the needs of 
both equipment manufacturers and 
end users. 

It’s all about working smarter, they 
said, echoing the company’s recently 
coined tag line: WorkSmart. 

“We recognize that, to be in the 
vocational business, it’s not enough 
to just provide a truck,” Hames said. 
“You need to be a partner to the in-
dustry and understand that only the 
completed piece of equipment pro-
vides value to the end user. We have 
challenged ourselves to change how we 
do business in this market. Our goal 
is to become the best chassis partner 
to the industry by providing smart  
solutions.” n

LAS VEGAS, Nev. – Mack Trucks 
was at the Conexpo-Con/Agg con-
struction equipment show with 
some new offerings, including a 
sleeper option for its Granite and 
other interior upgrades for the 
Granite and Titan.

Among the new offerings from 
Mack is a medium-heavy duty ver-
sion of its popular Granite. The 
Granite MHD is designed for appli-
cations, including municipal, which 
don’t always require the heavy-duty 
spec’s the Granite is typically de-
signed for.

“In the current economic environ-
ment, companies are taking an even 
harder look at how much truck they 

truly need,” said Curtis Dorwart, 
Mack vocational products market-
ing manager. “Our new Granite Me-
dium Heavy-Duty delivers just the 
right amount of Mack’s legendary 
strength, durability and reliability, 
along with valuable weight and cost 
savings.” 

The Granite MHD comes in an 
axle-forward or axle-back config-
uration and is powered by a Cum-
mins ISL9 engine.

Also new from Mack is a 36-inch 
sleeper for its Granite, complete 
with a 30x80-inch mattress, curtain, 
bunk restraint and under-bunk stor-
age.

“We’ve seen a considerable in-

crease in the number of vocation-
al customers expanding their op-
erations beyond regional sites,” 
Dorwart said. “The new Mack 
Granite sleeper is ideal for cus-
tomers in any market working to 
meet the federal hours-of-service 
requirements.”

The Granite also comes with a 
new headliner console, optional 
one-piece windshield and updated 
Champion Level trim package with 
button-tuck vinyl and ultraleather 
seats, the company announced. The 
new Champion Level trim package 
and one-piece windshield have also 
been made available on the ultra 
heavy-haul Titan.

Mack Granite customers can also 
now spec’ the 3000-series Allison 
automatic transmission. n

Freightliner expands vocational line to fill Sterling’s void

ready to roll: Freightliner’s new SD trucks give the truck maker a full line of vocational offerings. Photo by Paul Hartley

Mack offering Granite sleeper, lighter-duty MHD Granite

take a nap: Granite owners can 
now spec’ a small sleeper compart-
ment for HoS compliance.  
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Thank you, I found the job 
that I was looking for and it pays 
really well. Your company provides an  

excellent service! I was surprised 
when I started to receive calls in 

1 week, 6 calls!! Keep up 
the good work!

Quote from Sam
Actual 
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opinion

Do you know an owner/operator who 
stands out in the crowd? If you do, that 
special guy or gal may just be the re-
cipient of the 2011 Owner/Operator 
of the Year award!

Nominations for the Owner/Opera-
tor of the Year award are now being 
accepted. As in past years, we are facil-
itating this prestigious award on behalf 
of our sponsors, Goodyear, Mack and 
Castrol Lubricants. I want to person-
ally thank all of them for maintaining 
their commitment to this award dur-
ing what has been a very challenging 
economic period.

So what exactly are we looking for? 
First and foremost, the nominee must 
have a clean abstract. 

There have been some very worthy 
finalists in the past who have had to be 
disqualified due to violations. 

Believe me, it’s not fun having to by-
pass a deserving nominee because of 
one lousy ticket, but the rules are the 
rules and this one can’t be changed or 
dismissed. 

Other attributes we look for include 
co-worker and/or customer testimo-
nials. Usually these will tell us some-
thing about the nominee’s work ethic 
and attitude. Customer service is such 
an important part of business today, so 
tell us how this person goes above and 
beyond the call of duty.

Does your nominee coach little 
league or volunteer for local fundrais-
ers? Do they step forward and do the 
job that nobody else is willing to do? 
Do they mentor the rookies in your 
company? How about the environ-

– Rob Wilkins is the publisher of 
Truck West and can be reached at 
416-510-5123.

The search is on for O/O of the Year

Rob Wilkins

Publisher’s 
Comment

ment, what do they do to minimize 
fuel consumption? These are all things 
the judges look for.

Please remember, we are judging 
these based on what we receive, so 
try to include anything and everything 
that you feel we should know about 
the person. 

The day after the submission dead-
line, the field is narrowed down to 10. 
At that point we contact the nominees 
and ask them to send us their abstract 
along with any other documentation 
that will help build their case. 

I want everyone to know, each nomi-
nee receives equal consideration. No-
one gets preferential treatment. It 
doesn’t matter who you are contract-
ed to or how big that carrier is – or 
isn’t. Believe me, if your nominee is 
the winner, they deserve it. We do our 
homework.   

So, turn to page three, complete 
the form and send it in. As I said, in-
clude any and all details about why you 
feel this person should be considered. 
Hopefully we’ll have the opportunity 
to meet you in Fergus before we take 
centre stage for the presentation. n
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By James Menzies
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. – When 
working with a client, Ralph Haire, 
president of Thomasville, N.C.-
based Synergy Design and Pro-
duction, was issued a challenge: to 
build a work truck that does the 
job just as well as the vehicle it re-
places, but weighs 2,300 lbs less. 
The reason was obvious.

Haire had read an Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) report that 
indicated every 100 lbs of weight re-
duction translates to a 1-2% improve-
ment in fuel economy. That, combined 
with the added benefit that trimming 
a 12,300-lb GVW truck to under 
10,001 lbs would get it out from un-
der the watch of the DoT, was enough 
to send Haire on a weight-loss mission. 
The result was a lightweight delivery 
truck Synergy has since dubbed the 
SynergyLite Green truck. 

The fleet was initially comprised of 
184 trucks, each with a gross vehicle 
weight of 12,300 lbs, a 14-ft. body and 
a heavy liftgate.

“Everything that was steel had to 
go and everything that was wood had 
to go, replaced with composite pan-
els or aluminum components,” Haire 
recalled during a seminar on Using 
Vehicle Weight Reduction to Im-
prove Fuel Efficiency, presented at 
the Green Truck Summit.

Haire substituted the 14-ft. body 
with a 12-footer that was two inches 
wider, allowing it to carry the same 
amount of cargo while saving sub-
stantial weight. He then replaced the 
heavy steel liftgate with a lightweight 
aluminum scissor-lift. That alone rep-
resented a weight reduction of 1,301 
lbs (from 1,760 lbs to just 459).

“We started to immediately pick up 
fuel economy,” Haire recalled. Bet-
ter yet, the scissor-lift was able to dou-
ble as the rear door, eliminating the  
need for a roll-up door – another  
300-lb savings. 

Haire said the general rule of thumb 
when switching to aluminum compo-
nents is, they tend to weigh half as 
much, and cost twice as much as their 
steel counterparts. Still, when measur-

ing the life-cycle costs of the new ve-
hicles, Haire found the additional cost 
of aluminum was recovered thanks to 
its lighter weight.

When all was said and done, Haire 
said the new trucks weighed about 
25% less than the vehicles they re-
placed. The benefits of getting the 
trucks below the DoT threshold also 
meant a reduction in administrative 
costs, not to mention the benefits of 
bypassing weigh scales and eliminat-
ing the need for log books and driver 
physicals.

In measuring the value of the 
weight-shaving initiative, Haire point-
ed out every new truck in the fleet of 
184 vehicles would require 240 fewer 
fill-ups over the course of its life, for a 
fleet-wide total of 44,160 fewer fill-ups. 
Attributing a $50 billable hour to ev-
ery fill-up for unproductive time spent 
adding fuel, Haire figures the transi-
tion saved the fleet in the neighbour-
hood of $2.2 million.

“And that’s fuel that doesn’t have to 
leave Saudi Arabia,” he added.

Also on-hand to share a weight-loss 
success story was George Mayhew, ve-
hicle design and specifications special-
ist with Verizon Communications. Ve-
rizon set out to reduce the weight of its 
light aerial lift trucks, which carried 
a 29-ft. single person aerial lift. In an 
effort to reduce weight, Mayhew said 
Verizon: downsized from an 8.1-litre 

engine to a 5.4-litre option; reduced 
towing capacity from 9,000 lbs to 
3,000; switched to aluminum ladder 
racks and other components; switched 
to a lighter tow hitch; and eliminated 
some optional equipment such as an 
air compressor, second nitrogen tank 
holder, etc. 

“In a lot of cases, those options were 
never used,” Mayhew said. Moving to 
a smaller engine and chassis result-
ed in an overall cost savings of about 
$8,000 per vehicle, even after many 
steel components were replaced with 
pricier aluminum alternatives.

In total, the empty weight of the 
chassis was reduced 1,790 lbs and the 
GVWR was downsized from 17,500 
lbs to 13,000 lbs.

Payload was reduced 2,278 lbs, but 
Mayhew said it was still sufficient for 
the application. The body layout and 
compartment features all remained 
the same and the aerial tower was re-
positioned by just a few inches.

Mayhew admitted the 5.4-litre en-
gine was not powerful enough in 
mountainous regions, but it worked 
fine in most areas. 

Mayhew acknowledged there are 
risks in spec’ing lightweight trucks, 
including the possibility maintenance 
costs could rise when running a chas-
sis that’s constantly loaded to near its 
capacity. 

“Anytime you have a chassis loaded 

to near capacity, you’re going to see 
more ball joint failures and brakes are 
going to cost you more. It was a con-
cern. You don’t want to load the truck 
right up to its GVWR, so there’s a cer-
tain amount of monitoring of payload 
that has to be done,” he warned. May-
hew said he noticed some premature 
wearing of ball joints on the downsized 
trucks, but over time there were very 
few maintenance issues.

“Generally, from the records I’ve 
seen, we have not seen a big spike in 
maintenance on the lighter trucks,” 
he said.

Mayhew pointed out that any 
savings resulting from lightweight 
spec’ing will be lost if driver training 
isn’t involved.

“There will be minimal fuel sav-
ings if engine idling is not minimized,” 
Mayhew pointed out. “If they’re going 
to sit there and idle the truck all day, 
the only savings is going to be how 
much fuel the 5.4-litre is going to con-
sume while idling compared to how 
much an 8.1-litre is going to consume 
while idling. If you can’t get on top 
of engine idling, you’re not going to 
save that much just by doing weight 
reduction.”

Mayhew had a few recommenda-
tions for work truck fleets that are 
looking to spec’ lighter weight trucks. 
For starters, he suggested involving 
all suppliers in the process and ensur-
ing they provide accurate component 
weights.

“Some vendors ballpark things a 
lot,” he warned. “That’s fine to an ex-
tent but when you’re ballparking a lot 
of individual items and they are all plus 
or minus 50 lbs, that can make a big 
difference. It can make a difference on 
whether this thing is a go or no-go.”

Mayhew said a fleet would be well 
advised to build a complete prototype 
and then weigh it. 

“No matter how well those weights 
are calculated, the final end product, 
once it goes across the scales, is going 
to be different than any calculations 
anyone has done,” he said.

Mayhew also reminded fleet manag-
ers to consider the weight of fuel and 
occupants and to ask the OE if they 
included fuel in their weight estimates.

“A few hundred pounds can make 
all the difference in the world,” May-
hew noted. Finally, he advised fleets to 
be up front with drivers on why their 
trucks are being spec’d differently.

“We eliminated some options and 
we had to let the users know we were 
doing this to reduce costs, but also 
make sure they could live with those 
changes we made,” he said. n

Work Truck
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An eye for an eye
Mark Dalton: Owner/Operator

FICTION� Part��4

THE STORY SO FAR: 
Mark is heading to Vancouver when 
he gets a call. One of Bud’s drivers 
was attacked while helping a suppos-
edly stranded motorist on the highway 
to Prince George. Mark takes the load, 
but drives to Vancouver first to drop off 
his load and visit the driver in the hos-
pital. Earl Purcell is beaten badly and 
his account of the story gives no reason 
why three men would attack in such a 
vicious way. He’s vowed to stop driving 
and Mark is saddened by this because 
it was something the man obviously en-
joyed. Mark tells Earl he’ll do what he 
can to see the men pay for their actions.

On his way to pick up the load Mark 
makes stops along the way asking peo-
ple who drive the highway regularly to 
give him a call if they see anything sus-
picious. Later, driving the load south, he 
sees a woman in trouble on the side of 
the road. He’s afraid to stop at first, but 
in the end he stops to help, hoping it’s 
the right thing to do…

•
It turned out that Mark had nothing to 
fear at all. The woman was a hock-
ey mom who’d gotten a flat on the 
way home from her kid’s game. Mark 
changed the tire for her and refused 
when she offered him money…at first.

“I insist,” she said, sticking a $20 bill 
in his palm.

“Alright,” Mark said. “I’ll make sure 
it goes to a good cause.”

Then with a handshake and a nod, 
Mark was soon back behind the wheel 
of Mother Load. Somehow, he was rid-
ing higher in the seat now, with his shoul-
ders back and his chest thrust out. Al-
though he’d been hesitant about helping 
the woman out, it felt good now that 
he’d done it. After all, it was still the right 
thing to do, no matter how many bad 
things happened to drivers on the side 
of the road.

He drove through the night and 
crossed the border at five in the morn-
ing, driving on for several more hours to 
make his delivery in Eugene, Oregon. 
He was a day overdue and there were 
people on the loading dock in a hurry 
to get the truck unloaded, but no one 
seemed too upset by his lateness. Every-
one knew the situation and wanted to 
know how Earl was doing. With all the 
questions and talk, it was an hour and a 
half before Mark was able to pull Moth-
er Load away from the dock.

Back on the road, Mark called up 
Bud to make sure that the money for the 
load would go to Earl and his family. 

Bud laughed at the suggestion. “I was 

probably going to do that anyway.”
“And add an extra $20 to it.”
“Where’s that money coming from?”
“A lady in distress,” Mark said. “You 

can take it off my next load.”
“Will do,” Bud said, giving Mark a 

choice of three loads, two heading back 
to Ontario and one going from Seattle 
to Prince George.

“That’s the one,” Mark said.
“I figured it would be.”

•
It was two days since Mark had been 
through central British Columbia and five 
days since the roadside attack on Earl 
Purcell but no one had called with any in-
formation about the thugs. Mark figured 
he’d spoke with more than 20 people 
and they must have spread the word to 
at least 20 or 30 more, but Mark’s cell 
phone had been silent. Even the CB ra-
dio, awash with talk about the attacks 
just a few days before, had moved on 
to talk about the Canucks and Flames 
and when, if ever, the Stanley Cup might 
come back to Canada.

At a truck stop two hours north of 
Vancouver Mark made the rounds, 
but no one had any news other than it 
looked like Earl was going to make a full 
recovery. Even so, he still had no plans 
to get back on the road.

“It’s a shame,” one driver said, a 
bearded man in black-rimmed glasses. 
“A man like that should at least be able 
to decide when he wants to quit.”

“Could be worse,” Mark said.
“Yeah, how?”
“He could have died.”
“Sure, but you can say that about 

anything.”
Mark had no response to that. After 

all, how bad does a situation have to 
be when death is the only thing that’s 
worse? Just then, someone’s cell phone 
rang a few tables over. An older driver – 
the kind you’d think wouldn’t even have a 
cell phone – reached into his pocket and 
pulled out a Blackberry. No one paid 
much attention at first, but when the old-
timer said, “And they’re there right now?” 
the coffee shop fell silent and everyone 
tried to listen in.

“You sure it’s them? Same grey 
Buick?”

The shop was so quiet Mark heard 
someone fart at the other end of the 
room. Obviously other drivers had 
spread the word just like Mark had, put-
ting thousands of eyes out on the B.C. 
highways looking for three thugs in a 
grey Buick. The man hung up his phone.

Everyone in the place waited in  
silence.

“That was a buddy of mine,” he said. 
“He says the guys who did Earl are out 
on the highway again. Same car, hood 
up and two guys in the back seat.”

He didn’t have to say anything more. 
The coffee shop was suddenly awash 
with movement as every driver in the 
room jumped from his seat and headed 
for the door. It was a mob, Mark real-
ized, an angry mob and someone was 
going to get hurt, maybe even killed.

That wasn’t what Mark had had in 
mind. He’d wanted justice, not a lynch-
ing. If these angry drivers wound up kill-
ing one of these thugs, it would be bad 
news all around…for the trucking indus-
try, for the justice system, even for human-
kind. Something had to be done, if not 
to stop the mob, then to at least slow it 
down a little. Mark made a phone call, 
then ran to Mother Load.

•
He knew he was in the right place when 
just five miles up the road he came across 
a long line of trucks parked on the shoul-
der. There were pick-ups and big rigs, 
and everything in between, but Mark 
managed to find a spot for Mother Load 
on the opposite side of the highway,  
allowing him to be on the scene quicker 
than those parked further away.

Mark ran across the highway and 
came upon the angry mob. The truck-
ers were standing in a rough semi-circle 
around one thug who was holding the 
crowd back with a tire iron. There was a 
look of fear on his face, sheer terror, but 
he didn’t seem to be backing down any. 
He was slashing his tire iron wildly at the 
encroaching drivers, intent on hurting a 
few of them before they closed in. The 
other two thugs had wisely decided to 
remain in the car, looking like frightened 
children hiding from a monster.

‘This is not going to end well,’ Mark 
thought. Given enough time the mob 
would beat the three men to death leav-
ing a stain on the highway far darker 
and bloodier than that of the origi-
nal incident. Mark heard police sirens  
approaching.

By Edo van Belkom
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Mark Dalton: Owner/Operator

Licence renewed
FICTION Part 2

right now, but his birthday’s coming up
in a month, and he’s scared to death of
losing his licence. That isn’t going to
happen is it?” 

“Not if he renews his licence.”
“This year?”
“And every year after 65.”
“That doesn’t seem fair. He hasn’t

had a problem in years…in fact he’s
never had an accident in his life.”

“That’s admirable sir, but research
has shown that older drivers are more
likely to develop medical conditions
that affect their ability to drive. After
65, drivers are one-and-a-half times
more likely to have an accident than
drivers between 45 and 64.”

She knew her stuff, that was for sure.
And Mark could concede the fact that
as drivers got older they had more
health issues. So an eye test and a
physical were probably a good idea,
but that didn’t explain the rest of it. “So
why do they have to be road-tested
too?”

She paused, as if thinking. “The li-
cence renewal process has been devel-
oped with the help and consultation of
the people in the industry to enhance
truck safety. That includes re-assess-
ment of a person’s driving ability.”

Mark sighed, knowing he probably
wasn’t going to get anywhere with this
woman. “You know, a lot of drivers
have to rent trucks and trailers to take
their tests, costing them money and a
day off work just to keep their licence.”

“That’s unfortunate.”
“And if a driver has been on the

road 40 years without a problem, why
should he have to prove he can still
drive? That seems like age discrimina-
tion to me.”

“The ministry regularly reviews the
renewal requirements. If you have con-
cerns – as you obviously do – then I
suggest writing to the Ontario
Transport Minister, or your member of
provincial parliament.”

“Write a letter?”
“Yes, sir.”
Mark hung up the phone. ‘So be it,’

thought Mark. If there’s a test, then it
was his job to make sure Charlie
passed it.

•

Mark met Charlie in the parking lot of
a truck yard out by the airport. Charlie
was sitting in his pick-up at the far end
of the yard and when Mark pulled in,
he wasted no time getting out of his
truck and hopping into Mother Load.
He scaled the cab so easily and
slipped in the open passenger side
door so effortlessly, Mark would have
never have guessed the man was a

The story so far…
Mark is looking for a load. Bud has a
sweet one to California that won’t be
ready for a few days. In the meantime,
Bud asks Mark to help an older driver,
Charlie Knowles, get his licence re-
newed. Charlie’s a real character and
Mark agrees to help out.

•

Mark had agreed to help prepare
Charlie Knowles for all the tests he
needed to complete in order to get his
commercial driver’s licence renewed,
but what that meant, Mark didn’t have
a clue. Other than a physical every
few years, Mark hadn’t been tested on
his driving ability since he’d first re-
ceived his licence and that had been
some 15 years ago. How could he pre-
pare someone for something he didn’t
know anything about?

So he logged onto the Internet and
checked out the Ontario Ministry of
Transportation’s Web site, but was un-
able to find anything about driver li-
cence renewals for commercial drivers
65 and over. Although Mark wasn’t a
computer genius, he’d used the Internet
before and could usually find what he
was looking for, so his results were
puzzling. There was a section for driv-
ers renewing their licences over 80,
and all kinds of help with renewing ex-
pired licences and booking appoint-
ments for new tests, but nothing about
what Mark wanted to know. Mark
wondered if he’d missed something on
the site, but to the best of his abilities
he couldn’t find anything about the
MTO’s licensing policy regarding old-
er commercial drivers.

Mark had hoped that the Web site
would help him understand the reason-
ing behind the policy, but the fact that
he couldn’t find anything – even using
the site’s own search engine – made
him think that perhaps the program
was too new, or the ministry wasn’t
very proud of it, or it was just another
tax-grab kind of program like Drive
Clean. There had to be some real rea-
sons drivers were required to jump
through all sorts of hoops just because
their most recent birthday was their
65th? Mark wanted to know what they
were, so he decided to call them up
and ask.

It took a while before he got con-
nected to a human being who could
answer his questions, but when the
right woman finally came on the line
she was both pleasant and profession-
al. 

“How can I help you?”
Mark decided to start slowly. “Yeah,

my dad is a truck driver and he’s 64

By Edo van Belkom

senior citizen.
“You Mark Dalton?” Charlie asked

in his thick Scottish accent.
“You don’t remember me?”
Charlie looked at him strangely.

“Should I?”
Mark smiled and related the story of

the early days of his truck driving ca-
reer when he’d been recently divorced
and he’d let his personal appearance
get out of hand. He’d looked like a
bum, but Charlie had called him a los-
er. “Do you remember that?”

Charlie’s eyes narrowed as he
looked Mark over. “Aye, I remember.
You were a loser then. You still could
be. I don’t know that much about you.”

Mark had considered thanking the
man for shaking him up enough to get
his life back on track, but it didn’t seem
the right time for it now.

“How much you gonna charge
me?”

“What?” Mark said. He hadn’t
thought to charge anything. As far as
he knew he was doing Bud a favour.
“Did Bud tell you you’d have to pay?”

“He didn’t, but I’ve called around to
the schools and some of them charge
$3,000... and that’s just for a refresher
course.”

“That’s a lot of money.”
“You bet it’s a lot of money, especial-

ly when I’ve been driving truck twice
as long as the snot-nosed boy who’ll
be teaching me has been on the plan-
et.”

Mark was aware of the insult, but he
couldn’t help but smile. Charlie was
such a character. Who else could insult
someone who was doing something
nice for them? “Bud asked me to do
this. I wasn’t going to charge you any-
thing.”

What passed for a smile appeared

on Charlie’s face. “Then the price is
right,” he said, continuing to stare at
Mark through narrowed eyes. “And
what about using your truck for the
test? You’ll be charging me for that, I
suppose?”

Again, Mark hadn’t thought about
what truck Charlie would use.
Obviously the man had no truck of his
own and would have to rent one to do
the test. Renting a truck was a costly
endeavour, especially when it would
be for just a few hours. “I guess I could
let you use my truck.”

“For free?”
Mark didn’t like the word free. He

was doing a favour for Bud and that
implied that Bud would return the
favour some day. But as far as Charlie
was concerned, the use of truck would
indeed be free. “Yes,” he said at last.
“Free.”

Charlie nodded. “Good. But you bet-
ter get a trailer. I can’t exactly drop a
trailer on the day of the test if there isn’t
one attached to the truck now, can I?”

Speaking of tests, Mark had been
interacting with Charlie for all of five
minutes and he felt like he was the one
who was being tested – most of all his
patience. “I’ll make sure,” he sighed at
last.

“Right then! Let’s get started.”  �

– Mark Dalton returns next
month in Part 3 of Licence
Renewed.

Did you know that there are two full-length
novels featuring Mark Dalton?: Mark Dalton

“SmartDriver” and Mark Dalton “Troubleload.”
For your free copy register with ecoENERGY for

Fleets (Fleet Smart) at fleetsmart.gc.ca

‘Thank God,’ he thought.
But as much as he wanted the police 

to intervene and for the justice system to 
take over, he didn’t want all that to hap-
pen too quickly.

And so when the RCMP officers got 
out of their cruiser Mark was there to 
meet them.

“Thank God you’re here,” he said. 
“I’m the guy who called for you, do you 
need my name or contact information?”

The officers tried to brush Mark off, 
but he was having none of it. “My name 
is Mark Dalton,” he said. “My mailing 
address is…“

“Later,” said one of the officers, try-
ing to brush past.

Mark moved to the side, blocking the 
policeman’s way.

“Stand aside!” the second officer 
said. Mark moved, but not much. Some 
of the other drivers must have realized 
what Mark was doing because they 
joined in beside him, forming a wall of 
men between the police and the thugs.

“I called too,” said one of the drivers.
“Me too. I need to give my name.”
The blockade continued on for sever-

al more seconds with the police getting 
frustrated to the point where they might 
use force to break through the line. But 
then Mark heard the unmistakable ting 
of a tire iron hitting the pavement, fol-
lowed by the satisfying sound of a fist 
striking flesh. Again and again. Then 
a car door opened and someone was 
being dragged over the asphalt. Mark 
could hear boots hitting bodies and then 
the distinctive snap of ribs being broken.

‘That’s enough,’ Mark thought, step-
ping aside.

“They’re all yours, boys!” he told the 
police. n

Did you know that there are two full-length  
novels featuring Mark Dalton?: Mark Dalton 

“SmartDriver” and Mark Dalton “Troubleload.”  
For your free copy register with ecoENERGY for 
Fleets (Fleet Smart) at fleetsmart.gc.ca. Both  

are also available in audio book format.

Illustration by Glenn McEvoy
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Includes both differentials & transmission

Truck Wash $25.00 with oil change service

OIL CHANGE SERvICE, GREASE jOb, 
LEvEL CHECk ANd COmpLETE INSpECTION

$200.00 (most motors) We use Fleetguard filters
Now open 24 hours a day 
7 days a week!  Free Tea 

and Snacks while you wait.

Drive-tHru OiL CHAnge AnD WASH BAyS
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•

Claude Laur, a veteran trucker 
driving for Load One out of Tay-
lor, Mich., says he is likely to leave 
security matters up to the profes-
sionals rather than “play Rambo.” 

“I really don’t want to get shot, 
but I would report it to security; 
that’s what they’re for,” he says. 

“I’m American and I travel in 
Canada and Canada doesn’t allow 
me to carry a gun or any weap-
ons; pepper spray or any kind of 
weapon. I look at it this way: it’s 
up to them to protect me while 
I’m a guest in their country. I 
can’t carry that stuff or they won’t 
let me back.”  

•
Marty Sherk, a Canadian driv-
er working for Jacksonville, Fla.-
based Landstar Ranger, says that if 
it the suspicious activity in question 
doesn’t involve a child or a woman, 

MILTON, Ont. – While truck stops 
are intended to be a safe place 
where drivers can eat, shower, refuel 
and rest, they can also be a breeding 
ground for some less-than-savoury 
characters. 

As such, it’s not uncommon 
for a driver to see something he 
might label as “suspicious” during 
a routine stop. But the question 
is how to deal with what they’re 
seeing. 

In one incident from 2007, a 
security chief for Milton, Ont.-
based Truck Town Terminals 
went with his gut when he saw a 
car and tractor-trailer illegally 
parked, and his actions resulted 
in the seizure of $8 million in co-
caine (see cover story from this 
issue). 

But are truckers themselves 
willing to play the hero? We went 
to the Fifth Wheel Truck Stop 
in Milton, Ont. to see if drivers 
would get involved if they saw sus-
picious activity at a truck stop.

he’s likely to do nothing. 
“Basically, I wouldn’t get in-

volved unless there was a reason. 
If I just saw someone dinking 
around with a truck, I wouldn’t 
really say much. I’ve seen a lot of 
weird happenings. You name it, 
I’ve seen it,” he says. 

“I haul big, expensive ma-
chinery and I just come into the  
truck stops to eat, maybe, and 
that’s it. I try to stay out of them 
because there’s always something 
going on.”  

•

Abe Hibert, a driver with G2 
Logistics out of Winnipeg, Man., 
says if he saw something suspi-
cious, he would definitely get the 
cops involved. 

“I carry a hammer with me here, 
that would be about the only thing 
I have for my protection if need 
be. Other than that, I’d have to 
rely on the police to help me out. 
I haven’t had to use the hammer 
yet and I don’t intend to.”

•

Gary Patcheson, a driver with 
Hillman’s Transfer out of Sydney, 
N.S., says he would likely report 
it if he saw something fishy, espe-
cially because of the value of his 
own freight. 

“There is some stuff that may 
not be important to everyone, but 
is definitely important to some-
one. I probably would watch them 
and if they were suspicious to me 
and if it warranted it then, yeah, 
I would say something,” he says.  

For h is  own protect ion, 
Patcheson tries to park in a well-
lit area with the most trucks, and 
also makes sure to take his cell 
and wallet with him and always 
locks his truck.

– Have an idea in mind for a  
future Truck Stop Question top-
ic? Send a message via Twitter to  
@adamledlow or e-mail adam@
transportationmedia.ca.

TSQ

?Would you get involved if 
you saw suspicious activity 

at a truck stop?
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we make.

custom is our standard.

hand made. american made. custom made.
we make trailers better, to last longer, for you to get the 
greatest return on your investment. we build a complete line 
of innovative trailers in large-order assembly-line fashion or 
small-number, high-spec products that aren’t one-size-fits-all. 

when you want to maximize your operation’s 
performance, let what we make, make you.

Great Dane is a Division of Great Dane Limited Partnership • Great Dane and the oval are registered trademarks of Great Dane Limited Partnership.

www.greatdanetrailers.com

NOVA ENTERPRISES LTD.
Truro, NS
(902) 895-6381

UNIVERSAL TRUCK AND TRAILER
Dieppe, NB
(506) 857-2222

PIERQUIP, INC.
Mirabel, QC    
(450) 438-6400
St. Nicolas, QC    
(418) 836-6022

GLASVAN GREAT DANE
Alliston, ON
(705) 434-1423
Mississauga, ON
(905) 625-8441
Putnam, ON
(519) 269-9970
Whitby, ON
(905) 430-1262

MAXIM TRUCK AND TRAILER
Brandon, MB
(204) 725-4580
Winnipeg, MB
(204) 925-6500
Prince Albert, SK
(306) 922-1900
Regina, SK
(306) 721-9700
Saskatoon, SK
(306) 657-5600
Calgary, AB
(403) 571-1275
Edmonton, AB
(780) 448-3830

TRAILER WIZARDS
Coquitlam, BC
(604) 552-0155

Since 1931
Building custom trailers
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Hard-working tires for hard-working truckers.

Generations of sons have trucked the good stuff 
on Firestone tires. There’s a Firestone tire that’s right 

for your job. Visit firestonetrucktires.com.
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